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This Session will cover

Troubleshooting your Method, Application / Chromatography 
• Sample prep considerations 
• Troubleshooting by following the LC flow. Mobile Phase and System Hygiene 

• Step through Method Setup to highlight parameters that are critical but often overlooked or misunderstood 

Optimizing your Application / Method Transfer considerations   
• What needs to be considered when implementing App notes and transferring method between systems
• Delay volume, column void volumes

•       Capillary selection and connections
• Column considerations (dimension and particle size)

Advancing your Application / Chromatography  
• How to choose the appropriate LC system for the application that is going to be run.   

• Where to find resources or info
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Sources of Error Generated During Chromatographic Analysis
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What is Method Transfer?

From particle size to particle size (HPLC to UHPLC)
 often associated with a change of instruments due to constraints in max. pressure, extra-column 

band broadening etc.. Some fine-tuning of method might be required due to frictional heating effects
 available tools: Agilent Method translator, Third Party Method development SW (S-Matrix, ACD 

Labs, ChromSword, etc.)

From one eluent type or phase chemistry to an other
 Method development
 available tools: Method development SW (ACD Labs, ChromSword, S-Matrix etc.)

From column dimension to column dimension (e.g. 4.6 to 2.1 mm i.d., 50 mm to 100 mm)
 recalculate flow rates, recalculate gradient times, adjust connection capillaries and flow cells, due to 

delay volume results may vary, method might need revalidation
 available tools: Method Translator

From Instrument to Instrument 
 with method/instrument change: Isocratic Hold / Pre-injection, Vol. Modification 
 available tools w/o method or instrument change: none until ISET

Different Aspects
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Method Transfer Considerations & Application Optimization
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Design Differences (U)HPLC Systems

• Delay volumes
(gradient formation)

• Power range
(flow x pressure)

• Extra column volume
• Temperature
• Data rates
• Sensitivity

Problem:
Instrument to Instrument Method Transferability
• Not possible
• Requires Re-Development
• Requires Re-Validation

Resulting in huge additional
cost factor
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Instrument to Instrument Method Transferability
- Important Parameters
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Comparison of Gradient Delay Volume (Dwell Volume)

*Incl. Degasser for both pumps
**with solvent selection valve

1290 Infinity II Flexible Pump (Quaternary)
• Integrated Degasser
• 4 solvent channels with concurrent mixing of all 4 channels
• Lower in price, typically, than binary pump

1290 Infinity II High Speed Pump (Binary)
• Integrated Degasser
• 4 solvent channels available, mixing of 2 channels possible
• Better performance concept  is widely accepted
• Greater control over dwell volume vs. Quaternary pump
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1290 Family Delay Volume Profiles

June 22, 20209

0.5ml/min
A: 50% MeOH/water
B: 50% MeOH with 500mm AmmOAc
Step from 0% B to 20% B at 10 min.

System includes G4226A Autosampler, in Mainpass 
Position, TCC with 65um (i.d.) PEEK restrictor 
(operating pressure for these tests 350 bar) and 
G4212B DAD with std 10mm 1ul MaxLight flow cell

Blue – Binary with V35 mixer
Red – Quat with no mixer
Green – Quat w/ V380 mixer

DE.7419791667



1290 Delay Volume – 10-90% Transition

Transition Volume Calculations
Quat with mixer V380
(~12.85-11.21) x 500 ul/min =820 ul
Quat without mixer
(~11.58-10.92) x 500 ul/min =330 ul
Binary with V35 mixer (standard) 
(10.58-10.32) x 500 ul/min = 130 ul

90%

10%

June 22, 202010 DE.7419791667



Method Transfer to UHPLC instruments
Impact of delay volume and mixing behavior...

Programmed 
gradient step

Gradient slope/
Mixing behavior

Delay volume

1290 Infinity II 
High Speed Pump

1260 Infinity
Binary Pump

time

re
sp

on
se

What happens with a 
programmed gradient?

Total delay volume of the system (sum 
of capillaries, mixer, cells, valves..)

1200 Series

1290 Infinity II

10 %

90 %
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Chromatographic Test Result; Different Delay Volumes
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Example -- How to Calculate Delay Volume

line 1

line 3

line 2

line 4

line 5

Time(50%) – Time(step) x Flowrate 
= dwell volume
(4.04-2.00) min. x 500ul/min 
= 1020ul

June 22, 202013

5990-7595EN
The LC Handbook
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Summary of Available Data

Delay Volume Summary for Agilent Infinity 1290 Systems

Pump Configuration Sampler Liftoff Midpoint Transition

1290 bin @ 350 Bar 35ul JetWeaver G4226A 125 225 130

1290 quat @ 350 Bar no mixer G4226A 375 570 330

1290 quat @ 350 Bar 380ul JetWeaver G4226A 450 820 820

For Reference…

1260 bin @ 350 Bar as shipped G1367E 720 1105 545

June 22, 202014 DE.7419791667



Summary of Available Data

Delay Volume Summary for Binary 1260 Systems

Pump Configuration Sampler Liftoff Midpoint Transition

1260 bin @ 350 Bar as shipped G1367E 720 1105 545

1260 bin @ 350 Bar minus damper G1367E 635 955 460

1260 bin @ 350 Bar minus damper with purge 
valve in channel A G1367E 550 835 425

1260 bin @ 350 Bar minus mixer/damper with 
purge valve in channel A G1367E 270 375 175

1260 bin @ 350 Bar minus mixer/damper with 
purge valve in channel A

G1367E with
bypass 
(ADVR)

110

For Reference
1290 bin @ 350 Bar 35ul JetWeaver G4226A 125 225 130

June 22, 202015 DE.7419791667
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One-Click LC System Emulation
Intelligent System Emulation Technology (ISET)

1290 Infinity II LC

• Emulates other (U)HPLC instruments 
– by a simple mouse click

• Runs existing (U)HPLC methods
– without modifying method or system  

• Delivers same retention times 
and peak resolution 
– for infinitely better method transfer

Instrument X Agilent LC with ISET

DE.7419791667
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How does it work?
Intelligent System Emulation Technology (ISET)

Programmed gradient

1290 gradient

1200 gradient
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Injection
Same gradient conditions by
1) moving the gradient 
2) emulating the gradient mixing behavior
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1200 Quat

1290 Binary no ISET

1290 Binary with ISET
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Can you tell which is which? 
You can run the fastest UHPLC methods, and still run your legacy methods
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Agilent A-Line Quick Connect UHPLC column fittings for 
truly dead-volume-free fluidic connections

• Tool-free connection up to 1300 bar
• Spring loaded design for easy and truly zero-dead 

volume connection
• Removable and reusable for all column types

Lowest dispersion for highest resolution

System dispersion
• “Dispersion is the sample bandspreading or dilution which 

occurs in connecting tubing, sample valves, flow cells and in 
column end-fittings.”

• Capillaries (Inner diameter, length)

DE.7419791667



Tubing Pressure and Internal Volume

June 22, 202021

Color i.d.

Black        0.075 mm (0.003 inches)

Red 0.12 mm  (0.005 inches)

Green 0.17 mm  (0.007 inches)

Blue 0.25 mm  (0.01 inches)

Clear 0.50 mm  (0.02 inches)

500mm – typical sample flow path with UV detn.  LC/MS -- near 1000mm

DE.7419791667



Tubing Dimensions and System Dispersion

June 22, 202022

HPLC 1260

Column  to Detector
18-30cm 0.17                         
18-30cm 0.12

TCC outlet to column
10cm 0.17                            
10cm 0.12

ALS to TCC inlet
18-30cm 0.17                         
18-30cm 0.12

Needle Seat
Green 0.17 - 2.3uL                    

Red 0.12 - 1.7uL

Pump to ALS
20-40cm 0.17                         
20-40cm 0.12

UHPLC 1290

18-30cm 0.12                         
25cm 0.075

10cm 0.12                         
10cm 0.075

18-30cm 0.12                         
45cm 0.075

Red 0.12 - 1.7uL              
Black 0.075 - 0.9uL 

20-40cm 0.12                         
20cm 0.075

https://www.agilent.com/cs/library/usermanuals/public/Copy%20of%20UltraLowDispersionKit_TN_EN.pdf
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Sheet1

				HPLC 1260		UHPLC 1290

		Column  to Detector		18-30cm 0.17                         18-30cm 0.12		18-30cm 0.12                         25cm 0.075

		TCC outlet to column		10cm 0.17                            10cm 0.12		10cm 0.12                         10cm 0.075

		ALS to TCC inlet		18-30cm 0.17                         18-30cm 0.12		18-30cm 0.12                         45cm 0.075

		Needle Seat		Green 0.17 - 2.3uL                    Red 0.12 - 1.7uL		Red 0.12 - 1.7uL              Black 0.075 - 0.9uL 

		Pump to ALS		20-40cm 0.17                         20-40cm 0.12		20-40cm 0.12                         20cm 0.075






Sheet1

				HPLC 1260		UHPLC 1290

		Column  to Detector		18-30cm 0.17                         18-30cm 0.12		18-30cm 0.12                         25cm 0.075

		TCC outlet to column		10cm 0.17                            10cm 0.12		10cm 0.12                         10cm 0.075

		ALS to TCC inlet		18-30cm 0.17                         18-30cm 0.12		18-30cm 0.12                         45cm 0.075

		Needle Seat		Green 0.17 - 2.3uL                    Red 0.12 - 1.7uL		Red 0.12 - 1.7uL              Black 0.075 - 0.9uL 

		Pump to ALS		20-40cm 0.17                         20-40cm 0.12		20-40cm 0.12                         20cm 0.075







Optimize Dispersion for Small Columns
2.1 x 50 mm Poroshell 120 1.9um
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Optimizing System Dispersion on the Agilent 1290 Infinity II LC

June 22, 202024

Isocratic separation of dimethyl phthalate, diethyl 
phthalate, biphenyl, and o-terphenyl

App Note: 5991-5984ENDE.7419791667



dp (µm) ΔP (bar) N

5.0 14.5 25,000

3.0 66.9 41,000

1.5 531 83,000

1.0 1800 125,000

0.75 4270 166,000

0.50 14400 250,000

For a 30 cm column, 5.0 to 0.50 µm particle size reduction:

N (theoretical plates) increases 10-fold

ΔP (change in pressure) increases 1000-fold

June 22, 202025

Increased Pressure Requirements (column particle size)
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Column Length and Particle Size

Column
Length 
(mm)

Column
Efficiency 
N(5 µm)

Column
Efficiency 
N(3.5 µm)

Column
Efficiency 
N(1.8 µm)

150 12,500 21,000 35,000

100 8,500 14,000 23,250

75 6000 10,500 17,500

50 4,200 7,000 12,000

30 N.A. 4,200 6,500

15 N.A. 2,100 2,500

Efficiency 
(N)

Pressure

Analysis
Time

Peak
Volume

Analysis 
Time*

-

-33%

-50%

-67%

-80%

-90%

Solvent
Usage

* Reduction in analysis time compared to 150 mm column; all columns 4.6-mm i.d.

June 22, 202026 DE.7419791667



Predicting Column Pressure and Performance

June 22, 202027

Parameter Media
i.d. (mm) 2.100 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000
Length (mm) 50.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Particle Size (uM) 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.7
Column void fraction 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60
Permeability (PF) 900 900 900 900 900
Reduced plate height value 2.30 2.30 2.30 1.70 1.70
Flow rate (ml/min) 0.5000 1.0000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Linear Velocity (mm/sec) 4.01 3.93 3.93 3.93 3.93
Viscosity (cP) 25C ACN/Water 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
Column Volume (ml) 0.104 0.212 0.424 0.424 0.424
Expected pressure (bar) 401.0 393.0 785.9 705.4 349.3
Estimated Efficiency** (Neue) 12077 12077 24155 30960 21786

Poroshell 120ZORBAX

**Estimates do not consider system dispersion effects.  Actual results will vary.
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meth.convert6

		Methods converter for normal to high resolution or high speed separations																				S ~ 0.48 x (MW)^ 0.44 																 

										Original						New						High Speed						High Resolution

		Help?

Michael Woodman: Remember that shutdowns due to high pressure limits are often invoked immediately. Input the rated pressure limit of whatever component in the system has the lowest operating limit.		Max. system pressure (bar):						1200		list D45-D49				600						600						600

		Help?

Michael Woodman: Tubing in the system generates pressure, especially at higher flow rates or viscosities which is not included in the pressure calculation for the column. To ensure a robust operation, use a conservative approach by limiting the system from operating at the maximum specified pressure. Try to maintain at least a 10-20% gap between the maximum observed column pressure and the maximum system limit.		Allow  what % of max pressure:						70						70						70						70

		Help?

Michael Woodman: Enter the maximum flow allowed, or the maximum flow recommended, at your discretion.  This will be used in calculations, where possible increases in speed or resolution can be determined.
		Max. system flow (ml/min):						2.00						50.000						50.00						50.00

		Help?

Michael Woodman: Enter the system dispersion value (5 sigma value of µl of bandspreading observed when a very small injection volume is measured at the detector without a column installed). In this calculator, plate count estimates are based on a reduced plate height of 2.3, and values from 2-2.5 are common. The 5 sigma calculation method is used to estimate losses due to extra column dispersion.
Suggested Values:
Autosampler, column compartment, integral modular heat exchangers between injector and column, standard UV flow cell (13µl) = 50 µL
High Performance Autosampler SL, Thermostatted Column Compartment SL with low dispersion heat exchangers, 0.12mm I.D. capillaries from injector valve to UV cell, micro UV flow cell (2µl): System Dispersion ca. 10 µL
The number of connectors (unions, bulkhead fittings, etc.) and the total length and volume of tubing directly affects this value. Reduce the number of connections (i.e. connect column outlet directly to flow cell inlet tubing) and minimize the I.D> and length of all tubing from the autosampler needle to the detector.  Minimize flow cell volume when possible
		System Dispersion (ul):						45.0						30.0						30.0						30.0

		Help?

Michael Woodman: The suggested value of 0.75 cP is typical for acetonitrile/water at a 40 °C column temperature. With an increased column temperature, the value will drop significantly and will allow increased flow rates.
		Max. Solvent Viscosity (cP):						1.00						1.00						1.00						1.00

		Help?

Michael Woodman: The flow resistance term allows column pressure calculations  to be adjusted for more than simply the mean particle size.  The particle size distribution and particle shape also impact the backpressure observed.  The accepted value for most Agilent columns is 900.  The default value is historically set at 1000.

The permeability value can be derived empirically by comparing the observed pressure under controlled conditions (i.e. pure water or MeOH mobile phase at modest temperatures) to that predicted by the calculator.  Be sure to factor out system pressure under the same conditions, which you can check by installing a union in place of the column (don't just check up to the column inlet -- outlet tubing is often more restrictive).
		Column Permeability:						900						900						900						900

		Help?

Michael Woodman: The void fraction can be derived empirically by comparing the observed void volume under controlled conditions (i.e.  MeOH mobile phase, typical flow rate) vs. the calculated empty volume of the column.  
Inject any non-retained solute that is detectable and measure the retention volume.  It will be smaller than the empty column volume, usually by a fraction 0.6-0.85, where generally dense particles with small pores and low pore volume (and low surface area, typically) with have the smallest void fraction.
Example:  empty 4.6x150mm columns have ~2.5ml internal volume. Unretained solutes elute between ~1.5-2.1ml, depending on the packing material porosity.  The resulting fraction is ~0.6-0.85		Column void fraction:						0.60						0.60						0.60						0.60

		Help?

Michael Woodman: Reduced Plate Height is a term introduced by Giddings to simplify the comparison of columns of different dimensions and packed with different particle sizes.

On a purely theoretical basis, the value is 2.  Applied to any column dimension and particle size, (L/(dp*rph)=N) it infers the available efficiency of the column.  When determined empirically, a number of parameters relating to the packing material, packing methods, system dispersion and operating conditions, serve to degrade that ideal value.  The moderate value of 2.3 is chosen as a good  match to expected empirical performance.

The useful range of Reduced Plate Height is 2.0-2.5 and the practical (empirically justified) value is generally 2.2-2.3, and a value of 2.0 is only possible on a system with no (not little, but no) dispersion.		Reduced plate height (2-2.5)						2.3						2.3						2.3						2.3

		Help?

M.Woodman: the formula S~0.48*(MW)^.44 is applied  in the capacity factor  k* equation for gradient performance		Analyte average molecular weight						250						250						250						250

				Column i.d. (mm):						4.6		list F45-F59				22.000						22.0						22.0								the above figure from RRLC optim. guide G1312-90301

				Column length (mm):						250		list G45-G59				100						100						100												u=4 x F / porosity x 3.14 x d^2

				Column particle size (um):						5.0		list H55-68				3.5						3.5						3.5												1.6722922578		mm/sec for a 4.6x50mm column at 1ml/min

				Column Flow Rate (ml/min):						1.000						22.873346						50.000						50.00

				Injection Volume (ul):						1.0						9.15						9.1						9.1

		Results and Calculated values:		Linear Velocity (mm/sec):						1.67						1.67						3.66						3.66

		Help?

M.Woodman: Knowing the capacity factor k' or the gradient capacity factor k* will help us estimate column efficiency and allow us to calculate peak width.  Peak width is important for some detectors such as Ion Trap or Triple Quadrupoles whose duty cycles are slower than TOF, single quadrupole or conventional optical detectors.		Estimated k* (gradient k' factor):						9.2		<<OKAY

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
				9.2		<<OKAY

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
				9.2				<<OKAY

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		20.1		<<Too High

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* less than 12.
"Acceptable" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method also uses k* greater than 12.
"Excellent" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.


		Help?

M.Woodman: The "S" value is a molecular weight dependent constant in the equation for conversion of a gradient slope to a capacity factor (usually k' in isocratic work.

A value of about 5 correlates well with small molecule applications.  Recent work with ~20-mer oligonucleotides (~6000mw) showed that a much better value would be 15, given the empirical fit that could be achieved.		S value for gradient slope 						5.4						5.4						5.4						5.4								"As Original" is meant to imply that the original method has a higher k* than normally recommended.  We would normally prefer a value below 12, but might not be able to change the original method

				Anticipated pressure (bar):						90		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
				74		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
				161				<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		161		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.


				Anticipated column volume (ml):						2.492		2.492

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo				22.796		0.997

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo				22.796				0.456

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		22.796		0.456

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo

				Anticipated column efficiency:						21739		149.5

Mike Woodman: Mike Woodman:
Vo time in seconds				12422						12422						12422

				Actual Efficiency with dispersion:						19636						12351						12351						12388

		Help?

M.Woodman: While van Deemter and others have shown column efficiency as a relationship between particle size and linear velocity, there are further difficulties due to dispersion within the HPLC plumbing.  Tubing, fittings, flow cells, diluent volumes and diluent composition all have dispersive effects.  This effect has a fixed volume, largely, and has a more dramatic effect on small columns than larger columns.  It also has a larger effect on low k' (or gradient k*) peaks because they are smaller in volume than highly retained peaks.

The calculation here uses the k* value calculated for the gradient to back calculate a peak volume, then factors in the empirically determined dispersion value for the system.  The plate count method used is the 5 sigma value, which takes width at 4.4% of peak height and uses 25 as the constant in the formula N(5sigma)=25 x ((V/w)^2)		Efficiency Yield % :						90%						99%						99%						100%								For Resolution k* results, the logic followed here is :

				Calculated Peak Volume (ml):						0.907						10.468						10.468						21.634								IF k* <12 then Excellent

				Calculated Peak Width (minutes)						0.907						0.458						0.209						0.433								IF k* >12 but <= "original" (which is >12), then Acceptable

				Calculated Peak Width (seconds)						54.444		list B45-B47				27.459						12.562						25.961								IF k* >12 and >"original",  then TOO HIGH

		Help?

M.Woodman: The filter settings in ChemStation refer to the peak width at half height.  Calculations in this sheet operate on 5 sigma peak width, about 2-2.5 times larger..  The values here correspond to ChemStation filter settings (shown in brackets in ChemStation detector setups)
PW(half ht)      Filter                      5sigma width (approximate)
                                                                     minutes        seconds 
>0.1 min          (2 sec)                                 0.25                  15
>0.05 min       (1 sec)                                  0.125               7.5
>0.03 min       (0.5 sec)                               0.075               4.5
>0.01 min       (0.2 sec)                               0.025               1.5
>0.005 min    (0.1 sec)                               0.0125             0.75
>0.0025 min   (0.05 sec)                           0.0062             0.38


Apparent losses in resolution will occur if a large filter setting is used with a narrow peak width, i.e. 2 sec filter with 0.03min (hh) peak.
The settings suggested here are based on a compromise between best response time (albeit more noise) and best sensitivity (reduced signal resolution)		Detector setting (filter, seconds)						(2 sec)						(2 sec)						(1 sec)						(2 sec)

		Help?

M.Woodman: Flow cell selection is based on two fundamental criteria,  cell volume (affects dispersion) and cell pathlength (affects detector response, possibly sensitivity) which are opposed in benefit. 
500nl  10mm  -- lowest dispersion, low energy, poor s/n
2ul         3mm -- low dispersion, good energy, low absolute response
5ul         6mm --med. dispersion, good energy, better absolute response
13ul     10mm  --highest dispersion, good energy, highest absolute response
		Recommended Flow Cell						13 uL						13 uL						13 uL						13 uL

		Help?

M.Woodman: In gradient, simply 1+Tg/pw, and pw can be modified (as done herein) to include a required resolution		Peak capacity (Rs="D25") 				1.0		67						53						53						56

		Help?

M.Woodman: For isocratic separations, 
 = 1 +(sqrt(N)/4*log(1+kmax)) for R=1.  For R1.5 or higher, 
= 1 +(sqrt(N)/4*(1/Rs)*log(1+kmax))						Isocratic Pc

M.Woodman: Isocratic Peak Capacity calculation shown for reference only.  Not usable in gradient conditions		36						29

																						5.7						5.7		Help?

M.Woodman: With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).		Possible increase in pressure:

				analyte mc wt						200.0		4.9										2.2						2.2		Help?

M.Woodman: A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.
		Possible increase in flow:



						Result Analysis:				Original						Simple						High Speed						High Rsln

						Analysis Time:				55.0						22.0						10.1						22.0

						Time Savings Factor:				--						2.5						5.5						2.5

						Resolution Factor:				--						0.8						0.8						0.8



						Original Gradient Condition										New Gradient Condition										New Gradient to Maximize Speed										New Gradient to Maximize Resolution												Predicted Operating pressure for various lengths, flow and visc.

																Simple Conversion										5.70		Help?

M.Woodman: With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).		Poss. incr. press.						5.70		Help?

M.Woodman: With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).		Possible increase in pressure:										ACN/wa		ACN/wa		ACN/wa		Me/wa		Me/wa		Me/wa

																										2.19		Help?

M.Woodman: A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.
		Poss. incr. flow						2.19		Help?

M.Woodman: A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.
		Possible increase in flow:								L  2.1mm		0.4		0.6		1.5		0.4		0.6		1.5		ml/min

						Time		%B		Flow								%B		Flow						Time		%B		Flow						Time		%B		Flow								50mm		200		300		750		323		485		1211		bar

				Initial:		0.0		30.0		1.00		Gradient				0.00		30.0		22.87		Gradient				0.0		30.0		50.00		Gradient				0.0		30.0		50.00		Gradient						100mm		401		602		1504		646		969		2423		bar

		Help?

M.Woodman: In gradient methods it is often desirable to use an initial hold (an isocratic segment preceding the gradient segment(s)).  Most commonly, it allows the column to recover from any equilibrium upset caused by the injection of sample and ensures that sample diluent is thoroughly washed from the column before the gradient begins.  The isocratic hold can also be used, with careful calculations, to re-align the gradient when it is run on a different system configuration (add/remove mixer, change injector loop, etc.) or transferred to a different HPLC system 		Initial Hold:		0.00		30.0		1.00		Slope %				0.00		30.0		22.87		Slope %				0.00		30.0		50.00		Slope %				0.00		30.0		50.00		Slope %						150mm		601		902		2254		969		1454		3634		bar

				Gradient:		60.00		78.0		1.00		2.0				24.00		78.0		22.87		2.0				10.98		78.0		50.00		2.0				24.00		78.0		50.00		0.9						200mm		802		1203		3008		1292		1938		4845		bar

				Hold to:		45.00		100.0		1.00		1.2				18.00		100.0		22.87		1.2				8.23		100.0		50.00		1.2				18.00		100.0		50.00		0.6						250mm		1002		1503		3758		1615		2423		6056		bar

				Return by:		50.10		5.0		1.00		-4.7				20.04		5.0		22.87		-4.7				9.17		5.0		50.00		-4.7				20.04		5.0		50.00		-2.2						300mm		1203		1805		4511		1938		2907		7268		bar

				End of Run:		55.00		5.0		1.00						22.00		5.0		22.87						10.06		5.0		50.00						22.00		5.0		50.00











				These lookup tables are used in the fields above.  Do not delete them !!!																								These lookup tables are used in the fields above.  Do not delete them !!!

				Peak width				PSI limit										col. i.d. mm 		col. L mm		part size micron

				(seconds)				250																		ChemStation Parameters								Calculator values, 5 sigma				 (Hz) DAD

				(minutes)				400										0.500		15		1.0				Peak width				filter						minutes		 seconds

								600										1.000		20		1.5				>0.1		min		(2 sec)						0.5		30		1.25

								800										2.100		30		1.7				0.1		min		(2 sec)						0.25		15		2.5						0.00375		50x75um rectangle area

								1000										3.000		50		1.8				0.05		min		(1 sec)						0.125		7.5		5						0.0038465		radius 39.5um area

								1200										3.900		80		1.9				0.03		min		(0.5 sec)						0.075		4.5		10

																		4.000		100		2.0				0.01		min		(0.2 sec)						0.025		1.5		20

		Flow cell selection 																4.600		150		2.2				0.005		min		(0.1 sec)						0.0125		0.75		40

		Cell		Peak Vol (mL)		Description/discussion												5.000		200		2.5				0.0025		min		(0.05 sec)						0.00625		0.375		80

		80 nL		0.001		absurdly small volume, not regular LC												6.000		250		3.0				0.0001		min		(0.02 sec)						0.000250		0.015

		0.5 uL		0.005		10mm  -- lowest dispersion, low energy, poor s/n												7.500		300		3.5

		2 uL		0.02		3mm -- low dispersion, good energy, low absolute response												7.800		450		4.0

		5 uL		0.05		6mm --med. dispersion, good energy, better absolute response												9.400		900		5.0				(m17)		=IF(AND(K17=E17,K17>(12)),"<<As Original",IF(K17<12,"<<OKAY"))

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.


		

M.Woodman: The "S" value is a molecular weight dependent constant in the equation for conversion of a gradient slope to a capacity factor (usually k' in isocratic work.

A value of about 5 correlates well with small molecule applications.  Recent work with ~20-mer oligonucleotides (~6000mw) showed that a much better value would be 15, given the empirical fit that could be achieved.		13 uL		0.1		10mm  --highest dispersion, good energy, highest absolute response												22.000		600		2.7				(o17 new)		=IF(N17<12,"<<Excellent", IF(AND(N17<=E17,N17>12),"<<Acceptable",IF(AND(N17>12,N17>E17),"<<Too High")))

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* less than 12.
"Acceptable" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method also uses k* greater than 12.
"Excellent" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.


																		40.000		75		15.0				(o17 old)		=IF(N17>(12),"<<Too High",IF(N17<12,"<<OKAY"))

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.


												

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		

M.Woodman: While van Deemter and others have shown column efficiency as a relationship between particle size and linear velocity, there are further difficulties due to dispersion within the HPLC plumbing.  Tubing, fittings, flow cells, diluent volumes and diluent composition all have dispersive effects.  This effect has a fixed volume, largely, and has a more dramatic effect on small columns than larger columns.  It also has a larger effect on low k' (or gradient k*) peaks because they are smaller in volume than highly retained peaks.

The calculation here uses the k* value calculated for the gradient to back calculate a peak volume, then factors in the empirically determined dispersion value for the system.  The plate count method used is the 5 sigma value, which takes width at 4.4% of peak height and uses 25 as the constant in the formula N(5sigma)=25 x ((V/w)^2)										

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
						

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		

Mike Woodman: Mike Woodman:
Vo time in seconds						

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: The filter settings in ChemStation refer to the peak width at half height.  Calculations in this sheet operate on 5 sigma peak width, about 2-2.5 times larger..  The values here correspond to ChemStation filter settings (shown in brackets in ChemStation detector setups)
PW(half ht)      Filter                      5sigma width (approximate)
                                                                     minutes        seconds 
>0.1 min          (2 sec)                                 0.25                  15
>0.05 min       (1 sec)                                  0.125               7.5
>0.03 min       (0.5 sec)                               0.075               4.5
>0.01 min       (0.2 sec)                               0.025               1.5
>0.005 min    (0.1 sec)                               0.0125             0.75
>0.0025 min   (0.05 sec)                           0.0062             0.38


Apparent losses in resolution will occur if a large filter setting is used with a narrow peak width, i.e. 2 sec filter with 0.03min (hh) peak.
The settings suggested here are based on a compromise between best response time (albeit more noise) and best sensitivity (reduced signal resolution)																

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		

M.Woodman: Flow cell selection is based on two fundamental criteria,  cell volume (affects dispersion) and cell pathlength (affects detector response, possibly sensitivity) which are opposed in benefit. 
500nl  10mm  -- lowest dispersion, low energy, poor s/n
2ul         3mm -- low dispersion, good energy, low absolute response
5ul         6mm --med. dispersion, good energy, better absolute response
13ul     10mm  --highest dispersion, good energy, highest absolute response
																								

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		

M.Woodman: In gradient, simply 1+Tg/pw, and pw can be modified (as done herein) to include a required resolution		

M.Woodman: For isocratic separations, 
 = 1 +(sqrt(N)/4*log(1+kmax)) for R=1.  For R1.5 or higher, 
= 1 +(sqrt(N)/4*(1/Rs)*log(1+kmax))																												

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* less than 12.
"Acceptable" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method also uses k* greater than 12.
"Excellent" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo				

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: Isocratic Peak Capacity calculation shown for reference only.  Not usable in gradient conditions																						

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		

M.Woodman: In gradient methods it is often desirable to use an initial hold (an isocratic segment preceding the gradient segment(s)).  Most commonly, it allows the column to recover from any equilibrium upset caused by the injection of sample and ensures that sample diluent is thoroughly washed from the column before the gradient begins.  The isocratic hold can also be used, with careful calculations, to re-align the gradient when it is run on a different system configuration (add/remove mixer, change injector loop, etc.) or transferred to a different HPLC system 																												

M.Woodman: With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).		

M.Woodman: A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.
		

M.Woodman: With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).		

M.Woodman: A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.
										

M.Woodman: With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).		

M.Woodman: A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.
		add your missing value in 

																		the green boxes
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ViscosityTables

		Viscosity tables

		These are taken manually from the calculations offered in lcsyscal.exe 

		The author is said to be S.M.Hitchen, copyright 1998-2004.  Commercial use prohibited.

				Methanol Water viscosity table

						% MeOH

				Temp (C)		0		5		10		15		20		25		30		35		40		45		50		55		60		65		70		75		80		85		90		95		100

				20		0.99		1.15		1.31		1.43		1.55		1.64		1.73		1.76		1.79		1.79		1.79		1.75		1.70		1.60		1.51		1.37		1.24		1.08		0.93		0.77		0.62

				25		0.89		1.03		1.18		1.29		1.40		1.48		1.56		1.59		1.62		1.62		1.62		1.58		1.54		1.45		1.36		1.24		1.12		0.98		0.84		0.70		0.56		-9.7%

				30		0.81		0.94		1.07		1.17		1.27		1.34		1.41		1.44		1.47		1.47		1.47		1.43		1.39		1.31		1.23		1.12		1.01		0.89		0.76		0.63		0.51		-8.9%

				35		0.73		0.85		0.97		1.06		1.15		1.21		1.28		1.30		1.33		1.33		1.33		1.30		1.26		1.19		1.12		1.02		0.92		0.80		0.69		0.57		0.46		-9.8%

				40		0.66		0.77		0.88		0.96		1.04		1.10		1.16		1.18		1.21		1.21		1.21		1.18		1.15		1.08		1.01		0.92		0.83		0.73		0.63		0.52		0.42		-8.7%

				45		0.60		0.70		0.80		0.87		0.95		1.00		1.06		1.08		1.10		1.10		1.10		1.07		1.04		0.98		0.92		0.84		0.76		0.66		0.57		0.47		0.38		-9.5%

				50		0.55		0.64		0.73		0.80		0.86		0.91		0.96		0.98		1.00		1.00		1.00		0.97		0.95		0.89		0.84		0.76		0.69		0.60		0.52		0.43		0.35		-7.9%

				55		0.50		0.58		0.66		0.73		0.79		0.83		0.88		0.89		0.91		0.91		0.91		0.89		0.87		0.82		0.77		0.70		0.63		0.55		0.47		0.39		0.32		-8.6%

				60		0.46		0.53		0.61		0.66		0.72		0.76		0.80		0.82		0.83		0.83		0.83		0.81		0.79		0.74		0.70		0.64		0.58		0.50		0.43		0.36		0.29		-9.4%

				65		0.4186		0.4823		0.5551		0.6006		0.6552		0.6916		0.728		0.7462		0.7553		0.7553		0.7553		0.7371		0.7189		0.6734		0.637		0.5824		0.5278		0.455		0.3913		0.3276		0.2639		-9.0%

				70		0.380926		0.438893		0.505141		0.546546		0.596232		0.629356		0.66248		0.679042		0.687323		0.687323		0.687323		0.670761		0.654199		0.612794		0.57967		0.529984		0.480298		0.41405		0.356083		0.298116		0.240149		-9.0%

				75		0.34664266		0.39939263		0.45967831		0.49735686		0.54257112		0.57271396		0.6028568		0.61792822		0.62546393		0.62546393		0.62546393		0.61039251		0.59532109		0.55764254		0.5274997		0.48228544		0.43707118		0.3767855		0.32403553		0.27128556		0.21853559		-9.0%

				80		0.3154448206		0.3634472933		0.4183072621		0.4525947426		0.4937397192		0.5211697036		0.548599688		0.5623146802		0.5691721763		0.5691721763		0.5691721763		0.5554571841		0.5417421919		0.5074547114		0.480024727		0.4388797504		0.3977347738		0.342874805		0.2948723323		0.2468698596		0.1988673869		-9.0%

				85		0.2870547867		0.3307370369		0.3806596085		0.4118612158		0.4493031445		0.4742644303		0.4992257161		0.511706359		0.5179466804		0.5179466804		0.5179466804		0.5054660375		0.4929853946		0.4617837874		0.4368225016		0.3993805729		0.3619386442		0.3120160726		0.2683338224		0.2246515722		0.1809693221		-9.0%

				90		0.2612198559		0.3009707036		0.3464002437		0.3747937063		0.4088658615		0.4315806316		0.4542954016		0.4656527867		0.4713314792		0.4713314792		0.4713314792		0.4599740942		0.4486167091		0.4202232465		0.3975084764		0.3634363213		0.3293641662		0.283934626		0.2441837784		0.2044329307		0.1646820831		-9.0%

				95		0.2377100689		0.2738833403		0.3152242218		0.3410622728		0.3720679339		0.3927383747		0.4134088155		0.4237440359		0.4289116461		0.4289116461		0.4289116461		0.4185764257		0.4082412053		0.3824031543		0.3617327136		0.3307270524		0.2997213912		0.2583805097		0.2222072383		0.186033967		0.1498606956		-9.0%

				100		0.2163161627		0.2492338396		0.2868540418		0.3103666682		0.3385818199		0.357391921		0.3762020221		0.3856070726		0.3903095979		0.3903095979		0.3903095979		0.3809045474		0.3714994968		0.3479868704		0.3291767693		0.3009616177		0.272746466		0.2351262638		0.2022085869		0.1692909099		0.136373233		-9.0%



				Acetonitrile Water viscosity table

						% ACN

				Temp (C)		0		5		10		15		20		25		30		35		40		45		50		55		60		65		70		75		80		85		90		95		100

				20		0.99		1.05		1.12		1.10		1.08		1.08		1.08		1.03		0.99		0.95		0.91		0.85		0.80		0.72		0.65		0.61		0.58		0.54		0.51		0.45		0.39

				25		0.89		0.95		1.01		1.00		0.98		0.98		0.98		0.94		0.89		0.85		0.82		0.77		0.72		0.65		0.59		0.55		0.52		0.49		0.46		0.41		0.35		-10.3%

				30		0.81		0.86		0.91		0.90		0.89		0.89		0.89		0.85		0.81		0.77		0.74		0.70		0.65		0.59		0.53		0.50		0.47		0.44		0.42		0.37		0.32		-8.6%

				35		0.73		0.78		0.83		0.82		0.80		0.80		0.80		0.77		0.73		0.70		0.67		0.63		0.59		0.54		0.48		0.46		0.43		0.40		0.38		0.33		0.29		-9.4%

				40		0.66		0.71		0.75		0.74		0.73		0.73		0.73		0.70		0.66		0.64		0.61		0.57		0.54		0.49		0.44		0.41		0.39		0.36		0.34		0.30		0.26		-10.3%				Example below				549.5		bar		8078		psi

				45		0.60		0.64		0.68		0.67		0.66		0.66		0.66		0.63		0.60		0.58		0.56		0.52		0.49		0.44		0.40		0.38		0.35		0.33		0.31		0.27		0.24		-7.7%

				50		0.55		0.59		0.62		0.61		0.60		0.60		0.60		0.58		0.55		0.53		0.51		0.47		0.44		0.40		0.36		0.34		0.32		0.30		0.28		0.25		0.22		-8.3%				Term		Raw		units		As formula		units		Description

				55		0.50		0.53		0.57		0.56		0.55		0.55		0.55		0.53		0.50		0.48		0.46		0.43		0.41		0.37		0.33		0.31		0.29		0.28		0.26		0.23		0.20		-9.1%				n		0.74		cP				cP		"eta" viscosity term

				60		0.46		0.49		0.52		0.51		0.50		0.50		0.50		0.48		0.46		0.44		0.42		0.40		0.37		0.34		0.30		0.29		0.27		0.25		0.24		0.21		0.18		-10.0%				F		0.5		ml/min 		0.00833		ml/sec		flow rate

				65		0.414		0.441		0.468		0.459		0.45		0.45		0.45		0.432		0.414		0.396		0.378		0.36		0.333		0.31		0.27		0.26		0.24		0.23		0.22		0.19		0.16		-10.0%				L		100		mm		10		cm		column length

				70		0.3726		0.3969		0.4212		0.4131		0.405		0.405		0.405		0.3888		0.3726		0.3564		0.3402		0.324		0.2997		0.28		0.24		0.23		0.22		0.20		0.19		0.17		0.15		-10.0%				Ko		1000		no unit				no units		permeability (def 1000)

				75		0.33534		0.35721		0.37908		0.37179		0.3645		0.3645		0.3645		0.34992		0.33534		0.32076		0.30618		0.2916		0.26973		0.25		0.22		0.21		0.20		0.18		0.17		0.15		0.13		-10.0%				D		2.1		mm		0.21		cm		column i.d.

				80		0.301806		0.321489		0.341172		0.334611		0.32805		0.32805		0.32805		0.314928		0.301806		0.288684		0.275562		0.26244		0.242757		0.22		0.20		0.19		0.18		0.16		0.16		0.14		0.12		-10.0%				dp		1.8		um		0.0018		mm		particle size

				85		0.2716254		0.2893401		0.3070548		0.3011499		0.295245		0.295245		0.295245		0.2834352		0.2716254		0.2598156		0.2480058		0.236196		0.2184813		0.20		0.18		0.17		0.16		0.15		0.14		0.12		0.11		-10.0%

				90		0.24446286		0.26040609		0.27634932		0.27103491		0.2657205		0.2657205		0.2657205		0.25509168		0.24446286		0.23383404		0.22320522		0.2125764		0.19663317		0.18		0.16		0.15		0.14		0.13		0.13		0.11		0.10		-10.0%

				95		0.220016574		0.234365481		0.248714388		0.243931419		0.23914845		0.23914845		0.23914845		0.229582512		0.220016574		0.210450636		0.200884698		0.19131876		0.176969853		0.16		0.14		0.14		0.13		0.12		0.11		0.10		0.09		-10.0%

				100		0.1980149166		0.2109289329		0.2238429492		0.2195382771		0.215233605		0.215233605		0.215233605		0.2066242608		0.1980149166		0.1894055724		0.1807962282		0.172186884		0.1592728677		0.15		0.13		0.12		0.12		0.11		0.10		0.09		0.08		-10.0%

		Tetrahydrofuran Water viscosity table

				% THF

		Temp (C)		0		5		10		15		20		25		30		35		40		45		50		55		60		65		70		75		80		85		90		95		100

		20		0.99		1.08		1.17		1.26		1.35		1.42		1.48		1.51		1.53		1.56		1.58		1.46		1.34		1.25		1.15		1.05		0.94		0.89		0.83		0.67		0.51

		25		0.89		0.97		1.06		1.14		1.22		1.28		1.34		1.36		1.38		1.40		1.43		1.32		1.21		1.13		1.04		0.94		0.85		0.80		0.75		0.61		0.46

		30		0.81		0.88		0.96		1.03		1.10		1.16		1.21		1.23		1.25		1.27		1.29		1.19		1.10		1.02		0.94		0.86		0.77		0.72		0.68		0.55		0.42

		35		0.73		0.80		0.87		0.94		1.00		1.05		1.10		1.12		1.13		1.15		1.17		1.08		0.99		0.92		0.85		0.78		0.70		0.66		0.62		0.50		0.38

		40		0.66		0.73		0.79		0.85		0.91		0.95		1.00		1.01		1.03		1.05		1.07		0.98		0.90		0.84		0.77		0.70		0.63		0.60		0.56		0.45		0.34

		45		0.60		0.66		0.72		0.77		0.83		0.87		0.90		0.92		0.93		0.95		0.97		0.89		0.82		0.76		0.70		0.64		0.58		0.54		0.51		0.41		0.31

		50		0.55		0.60		0.65		0.70		0.75		0.79		0.83		0.84		0.85		0.87		0.88		0.81		0.75		0.69		0.64		0.58		0.52		0.49		0.46		0.37		0.24

		55		0.50		0.55		0.60		0.64		0.69		0.72		0.75		0.77		0.78		0.79		0.80		0.74		0.68		0.63		0.59		0.53		0.48		0.45		0.42		0.34		0.26

		60		0.46		0.50		0.54		0.59		0.63		0.66		0.69		0.70		0.71		0.72		0.73		0.68		0.62		0.58		0.53		0.49		0.44		0.41		0.39		0.31		0.24



&D	&Z&F&A	


0	5	10	15	20	25	30	35	40	45	50	55	60	65	70	75	80	85	90	95	100	0.99	1.1499999999999999	1.31	1.43	1.55	1.64	1.73	1.76	1.79	1.79	1.79	1.75	1.7	1.6	1.51	1.37	1.24	1.08	0.93	0.77	0.62	







0	5	10	15	20	25	30	35	40	45	50	55	60	65	70	75	80	85	90	95	100	0.99	1.05	1.1200000000000001	1.1000000000000001	1.08	1.08	1.08	1.03	0.99	0.95	0.91	0.85	0.8	0.72	0.65	0.61	0.57999999999999996	0.54	0.51	0.45	0.39	

0	5	10	15	20	25	30	35	40	45	50	55	60	65	70	75	80	85	90	95	100	0.99	1.08	1.17	1.26	1.35	1.42	1.48	1.51	1.53	1.56	1.58	1.46	1.34	1.25	1.1499999999999999	1.05	0.94	0.89	0.83	0.67	0.51	



Tubing_ColumnPressure

		Volume and Backpressure for various i.d. and length tubings and columns, at various flow rates and solvent viscosities

		Make inputs or request to be sent future revisions, if any, via email to: Michael_Woodman@agilent.com																		1.8		2.2		3.5		5

		Make entries only in the boxed, color-highlighted areas.  All other fields are locked.																		4.16		5.08		8.09		11.55

		Green fields		you make your entries																2.311		2.822		4.494		6.079

		Gray fields		reference data and calculations																												1.68

		Yellow fields		help popups -- set Tools, Options, View, Comments, "Comment indicator only" for best results																												11.7647058824

		restriction capillary 5022-2159 is 0.12mm x 2000mm ss.

		Parameter

		Tube				1		2		3		4		Parameter						1		2		3		4		5

		i.d. (mm)		Help?

Mike Woodman: The dropdown list is from below.  If the required i.d. is not available, you can type it into the colored cells at the bottom of the mm i.d. list.
		0.075		0.127		0.127		0.178		i.d. (mm)						2.100		3.000		3.000		3.000		3.000														i.d. (mm)						2.1		2.1		4.6		4.6		4.6

		Length (mm)				1000		1000		1000		1000		Length (mm)						50.0		50.0		100.0		100.0		100.0														Length (mm)						12.5		12.5		12.5		12.5		12.5

		Flow rate (ml/min)				1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		Particle Size (uM)						1.8		1.8		1.8		1.9		2.7														Particle Size (uM)						5		15		5		10		15

		Solvent Name				me/wa		me/wa		acn/wa		me/wa		Column void fraction						0.60		0.60		0.60		0.60		0.60				1.4210526316										Column void fraction						0.6		0.6		0.6		0.6		0.6

		Viscosity (cP)		30C		1.33		1.33		0.74		1.33		Permeability (PF)						900		900		900		900		900		<<<<<<<<		493 is about right for 2um N vs 2.7um pressure										Permeability (PF)						900		900		900		900		900

		Volume (ul)				4.418		12.67		12.67		24.83		Reduced plate height value						2.30		2.30		2.30		1.70		1.70		<<<<<<<<		Use 1.7 for poroshell type to get plates  close to empirical

		Expected pressure (bar)				286.13		34.8		19.4		9.1		Flow rate (ml/min)						0.5000		1.0000		1.000		1.000		1.000														Flow rate (ml/min)						2.5		5		5		5		5

		Expected pressure (PSI)				4206.1		511.6		284.6		133.2		Viscosity (cP)						1.2		1.2		1.2		1.2		1.2														Viscosity (cP)						1		1		1		1		1

														Expected pressure (bar)						401.0		393.0		785.9		705.4		349.3														Expected pressure (bar)						54.1		12.0		22.6		5.6		2.5

														Trace Enrichment volume (ml)																												Trace Enrichment volume (ml)						2.5		5		2.5		5		20

		Expected pressure (psi)				4206		512		285		133		Minutes to Load Sample						0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0														Minutes to Load Sample						1		1		0.5		1		4

		Expected pressure (Pa)				28612683		3480076		1936283		905892		Column Volume (ml)						0.104		0.212		0.424		0.424		0.424		2.3		Reduced plate height value										Column Volume (ml)						0.026		0.026		0.125		0.125		0.125

		Expected pressure (KPa)				28612.68		3480		1936		906		Estimated plate (Neue method)						12077		12077		24155		30960		21786														Estimated plate (Neue method)						1087		362		1087		543		362

		Expected pressure (MPa)				28.6127		3.48		1.94		0.91		Linear Velocity (mm/sec)						4.01		3.93		3.93		3.93		3.93

														Expected pressure (psi)						5894		5777		11553		10369		5135

														Dwell Volume (ml)				1

		0				The gen'l formula is P (psi) = ( 72123 x F x L x N ) / (d x 1000)^4								Column volumes of delay:						9.6		4.7		2.4		2.4		2.4

								F=mL/min, L=feet,N=cP, d=thousandths of inch								The column psi formula is: 

						Viscosities of common solvents and mixtures, usually at 20C (various sources)										P (psi) = PF  x ( flow/60 x L(mm)/10 x cP/100 ) / (3.1417 x (d(mm)/20)^2 x ((dp(uM)/10000)^2))x 10e-6 x 14.7												Dispersion volume:

				Isooctane		Hexane		ACN		MeCl2		EtOAc		MeOH		THF		CHCl3		Toluene		CO2 SFC										400/2.2		600/.6

				0.5		0.313		0.34		0.44		0.45		0.55		0.49		0.57		0.59								Inj Valve				0.12		0.15		0.17

																												Needle seat cap				0.12		0.17

						DMF		Water		ACN/wa		MeOH/wa		DMSO		Propanol		Butanol-1		Butanol-2								Cap i.d. valve--tcc				270		400

		7.8953488372				0.87		1		1.1		2.2		2.21		2.35		2.98		4.21								Cap length valve--tcc				1.6		3		6		0

						Hint:  Copy together the cells of solvent name and viscosity and paste into the entry fields above.																						hx used

																																1.5		3		6		0

						About Viscosity and Temperature:  Viscosity drops by roughly 10% for a 10 degree (C) increase in operating temperature																						postcol cooler?				0.12		0.17

																												flow cell inlet hx				0.5		1.7		2		5		13

						Nominal tubing i.d. conversions												Column Information										flow cell vol				0.12		0.17		0.1

						mm i.d.		Inch i.d.		microns i.d.		Vol(ul)/foot		Vol(ul)/m				typical flow ul/min		column i.d. mm 		Device Length mm		particle size micron				flow cell exit tube i.d.

						1.016		0.0400		1016		243.2		798.0				0.164		0.050		12.5		1.5				flow cell exit tube L

						0.508		0.0200		508		60.8		199.5				0.370		0.075		30		1.7

						0.381		0.0150		381		34.2		112.2				0.657		0.100		35		1.8

						0.300		0.0125		300		21.2		69.6				2.130		0.180		50		1.9

						0.254		0.0100		254		15.2		49.9				5.917		0.300		75		2.0

						0.229		0.0090		228.6		12.3		40.4				16.437		0.500		100		2.1

						0.178		0.0070		177.8		7.4		24.4				65.746		1.000		120		2.5

						0.170		0.0067		170.18		6.8		22.4				147.9		1.500		150		2.7

						0.140		0.0055		140		4.6		15.2				289.9		2.100		250		3.0

						0.127		0.0050		127		3.8		12.5				591.7		3.000		300		3.5

						0.120		0.0047		120		3.4		11.1				1391.2		4.600		5		5.0

						0.100		0.0006		15		0.1		0.2				3698.225		7.500		900		8

						0.075		0.0039		100		2.4		7.7				41091.387		25				10.0

						0.063		0.0030		75		1.3		4.3				6574.622		10

						0.05		0.0025		62.5		0.9		3.0

						0.025		0.0010		25		0.1		0.5

						0.015		0.0020		50		0.6		1.9









for slides only

		Parameter

		Tube				1		2		3		4				Parameter				Media		ZORBAX						Poroshell 120

		i.d. (mm)		Help?

Mike Woodman: The dropdown list is from below.  If the required i.d. is not available, you can type it into the colored cells at the bottom of the mm i.d. list.
		0.075		0.127		0.127		0.178				i.d. (mm)						2.100		3.000		3.000		3.000		3.000														i.d. (mm)						2.1		2.1		4.6		4.6		4.6

		Length (mm)				1000		1000		1000		1000				Length (mm)						50.0		50.0		100.0		100.0		100.0														Length (mm)						12.5		12.5		12.5		12.5		12.5

		Flow rate (ml/min)				1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000				Particle Size (uM)						1.8		1.8		1.8		1.9		2.7														Particle Size (uM)						5		15		5		10		15

		Solvent Name				me/wa		me/wa		acn/wa		me/wa				Column void fraction						0.60		0.60		0.60		0.60		0.60				1.4210526316										Column void fraction						0.6		0.6		0.6		0.6		0.6

		Viscosity (cP)		30C		1.33		1.33		0.74		1.33				Permeability (PF)						900		900		900		900		900		<<<<<<<<		493 is about right for 2um N vs 2.7um pressure										Permeability (PF)						900		900		900		900		900

		Volume (ul)				4.418		12.67		12.67		24.83				Reduced plate height value						2.30		2.30		2.30		1.70		1.70		<<<<<<<<		Use 1.7 for poroshell type to get plates  close to empirical

		Expected pressure (bar)				286.13		34.8		19.4		9.1				Flow rate (ml/min)						0.5000		1.0000		1.000		1.000		1.000														Flow rate (ml/min)						2.5		5		5		5		5

		Expected pressure (PSI)				4206.1		511.6		284.6		133.2				Linear Velocity (mm/sec)						4.01		3.93		3.93		3.93		3.93														Viscosity (cP)						1		1		1		1		1

																Viscosity (cP) 25C ACN/Water						1.2		1.2		1.2		1.2		1.2														Expected pressure (bar)						54.1		12.0		22.6		5.6		2.5

																Column Volume (ml)						0.104		0.212		0.424		0.424		0.424														Trace Enrichment volume (ml)						2.5		5		2.5		5		20

		Expected pressure (psi)				4206		512		285		133				Expected pressure (bar)						401.0		393.0		785.9		705.4		349.3														Minutes to Load Sample						1		1		0.5		1		4

		Expected pressure (Pa)				28612683		3480076		1936283		905892				Estimated Efficiency** (Neue)						12077		12077		24155		30960		21786														Column Volume (ml)						0.026		0.026		0.125		0.125		0.125

		Expected pressure (KPa)				28612.68		3480		1936		906																																Estimated plate (Neue method)						1087		362		1087		543		362

		Expected pressure (MPa)				28.6127		3.48		1.94		0.91

																Expected pressure (psi)						5894		5777		11553		10369		5135

																Dwell Volume (ml)				1

		0				The gen'l formula is P (psi) = ( 72123 x F x L x N ) / (d x 1000)^4										Column volumes of delay:						9.6		4.7		2.4		2.4		2.4

								F=mL/min, L=feet,N=cP, d=thousandths of inch										The column psi formula is: 

						Viscosities of common solvents and mixtures, usually at 20C (various sources)												P (psi) = PF  x ( flow/60 x L(mm)/10 x cP/100 ) / (3.1417 x (d(mm)/20)^2 x ((dp(uM)/10000)^2))x 10e-6 x 14.7												Dispersion volume:

				Isooctane		Hexane		ACN		MeCl2		EtOAc				MeOH		THF		CHCl3		Toluene		CO2 SFC										400/2.2		600/.6

				0.5		0.313		0.34		0.44		0.45				0.55		0.49		0.57		0.59								Inj Valve				0.12		0.15		0.17

																														Needle seat cap				0.12		0.17

						DMF		Water		ACN/wa		MeOH/wa				DMSO		Propanol		Butanol-1		Butanol-2								Cap i.d. valve--tcc				270		400

		7.8953488372				0.87		1		1.1		2.2				2.21		2.35		2.98		4.21								Cap length valve--tcc				1.6		3		6		0

						Hint:  Copy together the cells of solvent name and viscosity and paste into the entry fields above.																								hx used

																																		1.5		3		6		0

						About Viscosity and Temperature:  Viscosity drops by roughly 10% for a 10 degree (C) increase in operating temperature																								postcol cooler?				0.12		0.17

																														flow cell inlet hx				0.5		1.7		2		5		13

						Nominal tubing i.d. conversions														Column Information										flow cell vol				0.12		0.17		0.1

						mm i.d.		Inch i.d.		microns i.d.		Vol(ul)/foot				Vol(ul)/m				typical flow ul/min		column i.d. mm 		Device Length mm		particle size micron				flow cell exit tube i.d.

						1.016		0.0400		1016		243.2				798.0				0.164		0.050		12.5		1.5				flow cell exit tube L

						0.508		0.0200		508		60.8				199.5				0.370		0.075		30		1.7

						0.381		0.0150		381		34.2				112.2				0.657		0.100		35		1.8

						0.300		0.0125		300		21.2				69.6				2.130		0.180		50		1.9

						0.254		0.0100		254		15.2				49.9				5.917		0.300		75		2.0

						0.229		0.0090		228.6		12.3				40.4				16.437		0.500		100		2.1

						0.178		0.0070		177.8		7.4				24.4				65.746		1.000		120		2.5

						0.170		0.0067		170.18		6.8				22.4				147.9		1.500		150		2.7

						0.140		0.0055		140		4.6				15.2				289.9		2.100		250		3.0

						0.127		0.0050		127		3.8				12.5				591.7		3.000		300		3.5

						0.120		0.0047		120		3.4				11.1				1391.2		4.600		5		5.0

						0.100		0.0006		15		0.1				0.2				3698.225		7.500		900		8

						0.075		0.0039		100		2.4				7.7				41091.387		25				10.0

						0.063		0.0030		75		1.3				4.3				6574.622		10

						0.05		0.0025		62.5		0.9				3.0

						0.025		0.0010		25		0.1				0.5

						0.015		0.0020		50		0.6				1.9









SolventProperties

		Name		Viscosity
(cP @20C)

M.Woodman: "Burdick and Jackson Solvent Guide", 2nd edition, 1982, p. 140		Viscosity
(mPa s @25C)

M.Woodman: "CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics", 73rd edition, 1993, p. 6-166		Viscosity
(mPa s @50C)

M.Woodman: "CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics", 73rd edition, 1993, p. 6-166		Viscosity
(mPa s @75C)

M.Woodman: "CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics", 73rd edition, 1993, p. 6-166

		Acetonitrile		0.38 (15C)		0.37		0.28		0.23				See the popup comments for source information

		1 propanol		2.30		1.95		1.11		0.69

		2 propanol		2.40		2.04		1.03		0.58

		tetrahydrofuran		0.55		0.46		0.36

		methanol		0.55		0.54

		water		1.00		0.89		0.55		0.38

		1 butanol		2.98		2.54		1.39		0.83

		2 butanol		4.21		3.10		1.33		0.69

		Acetone		0.36		0.31		0.25

		Benzene		0.65		0.60		0.44		0.34

		Chloroform		0.57		0.54		0.43

		cyclohexane		1.00		0.89		0.62		0.45

		dimethyl acetamide		0.95		1.96		1.28		0.90

		dimethyl formamide		0.92		0.79		0.62

		dimethyl sulfoxide		2.24		1.99		1.29

		ethanol		1.10		1.07		0.69		0.48

		ethyl acetate		0.45		0.42		0.33		0.26

		heptane		0.38		0.39		0.30		0.24

		hexane		0.31		0.30		0.24

		methyl t-butyl ether		0.27

		methylene chloride		0.44		0.41

		toluene		0.59		0.56		0.42		0.33

		n-methylpyrollidone





meth.gradmultistep1

		Methods converter of multistep gradients for normal to high resolution or high speed separations																																				 

		Green  boxes input,          Yellow      is Help and              Gray    boxes calculations (don't input anything into gray boxes)

						Original Gradient Condition										New Gradient Condition										New Gradient to Maximize Speed										New Gradient to Maximize Resolution																These lookup tables are used in the fields above.  Do not delete them !!!																								These lookup tables are used in the fields above.  Do not delete them !!!

																Simple Conversion										2.13		Help?

M.Woodman: With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).		Poss. incr. press.						2.13		Help?

M.Woodman: With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).		Possible increase in pressure:												Peak width				PSI limit										col. i.d. mm 		col. L mm		part size micron

																										2.13		Help?

M.Woodman: A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.
		Poss. incr. flow						2.13		Help?

M.Woodman: A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.
		Possible increase in flow:												(seconds)				250																		ChemStation Parameters								Calculator values, 5 sigma				 (Hz) DAD

						Time		%B		Flow						Time		%B		Flow						Time		%B		Flow						Time		%B		Flow												(minutes)				400										0.500		15		1.0				Peak width				filter						minutes		 seconds

				Initial:		0.0		5.0		0.3		Gradient				0.00		5.0		0.25		Gradient				0.0		5.0		0.53		Gradient				0.0		5.0		0.53		Gradient														600										1.000		20		1.5				>0.1		min		(2 sec)						0.5		30		1.25

		Help?

M.Woodman: In gradient methods it is often desirable to use an initial hold (an isocratic segment preceding the gradient segment(s)).  Most commonly, it allows the column to recover from any equilibrium upset caused by the injection of sample and ensures that sample diluent is thoroughly washed from the column before the gradient begins.  The isocratic hold can also be used, with careful calculations, to re-align the gradient when it is run on a different system configuration (add/remove mixer, change injector loop, etc.) or transferred to a different HPLC system 																										

M.Woodman: With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).		

M.Woodman: A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.
										

M.Woodman: With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).		

M.Woodman: A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.
		Initial Hold:		3.00		5.0		0.25		Slope %				3.00		5.0		0.25		Slope %				1.41		5.0		0.53		Slope %				3.00		5.0		0.53		Slope %														1000										2.100		30		1.7				0.1		min		(2 sec)						0.25		15		2.5

				Segment 1		10.00		20.0		0.25		2.7				10.00		20.0		0.25		2.7				4.70		20.0		0.53		2.7				10.00		20.0		0.53		1.3								Flow cell selection 																3.000		50		1.8				0.05		min		(1 sec)						0.125		7.5		5

				Segment 2		11.00		60.0		0.25		49.9				11.00		60.0		0.25		49.9				5.17		60.0		0.53		49.9				11.00		60.0		0.53		23.4								Cell		Peak Vol (mL)		Description/discussion												3.900		75		1.9				0.03		min		(0.5 sec)						0.075		4.5		10

				Segment 3		15.00		61.0		0.25		0.3				15.00		61.0		0.25		0.3				7.05		61.0		0.53		0.3				15.00		61.0		0.53		0.1								80 nL		0.001		absurdly small volume, not regular LC												4.000		100		2.0				0.01		min		(0.2 sec)						0.025		1.5		20

				Segment 4		15.01		62.0		0.25		124.6				15.01		62.0		0.25		124.6				7.05		62.0		0.53		124.6				15.01		62.0		0.53		58.6								0.5 uL		0.005		10mm  -- lowest dispersion, low energy, poor s/n												4.600		150		2.2				0.005		min		(0.1 sec)						0.0125		0.75		40

				Segment 5		15.02		63.0		0.25		124.6				15.02		63.0		0.25		124.6				7.06		63.0		0.53		124.6				15.02		63.0		0.53		58.6								2 uL		0.02		3mm -- low dispersion, good energy, low absolute response												5.000		200		2.5				0.0025		min		(0.05 sec)						0.00625		0.375		80

				Hold Final		15.03		63.0		0.25						15.03		63.0		0.25						7.06		63.0		0.53						15.03		63.0		0.53										5 uL		0.05		6mm --med. dispersion, good energy, better absolute response												6.000		250		3.0				0.0001		min		(0.02 sec)						0.000250		0.015

				Return to init.		15.04		5.0		0.25						15.04		5.0		0.25						7.07		5.0		0.53						15.04		5.0		0.53										13 uL		0.1		10mm  --highest dispersion, good energy, highest absolute response												7.500		300		3.5

				End of Run:		20.00		5.0		0.25						20.00		5.0		0.25						9.40		5.0		0.53						20.00		5.0		0.53																										7.800				4.0

						need to make it so fewer step programs 																																																												9.400				5.0

						look only at increasing slope, not negative																				2.1										2.1		Help?

M.Woodman: With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).		Possible increase in pressure:										S ~ 0.48 x (MW)^ 0.44 																				7

																										2.1										2.1		Help?

M.Woodman: A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.
		Possible increase in flow:										from Tom Waeghe																add your missing value in 

						Time Comparison:				Original						New										High Speed										High Rsln																														the last two lines

						Analysis Time:				20.0						20.0										9.4										20.0														Viscosity tables

						Savings Factor:				--						1.0										2.1										1.0														These are taken manually from the calculations offered in lcsyscal.exe 

																																																		The author is said to be S.M.Hitchen, copyright 1998-2004.  Commercial use prohibited.



























																																																		Methanol Water viscosity table

																																																% MeOH				% MeOH

																																																45		Temp (C)		0		5		10		15		20		25		30		35		40		45		50		55		60		65		70		75		80		85		90		95		100

																																																1.79		20		0.99		1.15		1.31		1.43		1.55		1.64		1.73		1.76		1.79		1.79		1.79		1.75		1.70		1.60		1.51		1.37		1.24		1.08		0.93		0.77		0.62

																																																1.62		25		0.89		1.03		1.18		1.29		1.40		1.48		1.56		1.59		1.62		1.62		1.62		1.58		1.54		1.45		1.36		1.24		1.12		0.98		0.84		0.70		0.56		-0.10

																																																1.47		30		0.81		0.94		1.07		1.17		1.27		1.34		1.41		1.44		1.47		1.47		1.47		1.43		1.39		1.31		1.23		1.12		1.01		0.89		0.76		0.63		0.51		-0.09

																																																1.33		35		0.73		0.85		0.97		1.06		1.15		1.21		1.28		1.30		1.33		1.33		1.33		1.30		1.26		1.19		1.12		1.02		0.92		0.80		0.69		0.57		0.46		-0.10

																																																1.21		40		0.66		0.77		0.88		0.96		1.04		1.10		1.16		1.18		1.21		1.21		1.21		1.18		1.15		1.08		1.01		0.92		0.83		0.73		0.63		0.52		0.42		-0.09

				Summary		seg		pc		N-est		k*				seg		pc		N-est		k*				seg		pc		N-est		k*				seg		pc		N-est		k*						1.10		45		0.60		0.70		0.80		0.87		0.95		1.00		1.06		1.08		1.10		1.10		1.10		1.07		1.04		0.98		0.92		0.84		0.76		0.66		0.57		0.47		0.38		-0.10

						1		25		22146		6.0				1		25		22146		6.0				1		25		22146		6.0				1		29		25426		12.9						1.00		50		0.55		0.64		0.73		0.80		0.86		0.91		0.96		0.98		1.00		1.00		1.00		0.97		0.95		0.89		0.84		0.76		0.69		0.60		0.52		0.43		0.35		-0.08

						2		12		8804		0.3				2		12		8804		0.3				2		12		8804		0.3				2		22		10830		0.7						0.91		55		0.50		0.58		0.66		0.73		0.79		0.83		0.88		0.89		0.91		0.91		0.91		0.89		0.87		0.82		0.77		0.70		0.63		0.55		0.47		0.39		0.32		-0.09

						3		3		28441		51.8				3		3		28441		51.8				3		3		28441		51.8				3		3		29064		110.2						0.83		60		0.46		0.53		0.61		0.66		0.72		0.76		0.80		0.82		0.83		0.83		0.83		0.81		0.79		0.74		0.70		0.64		0.58		0.50		0.43		0.36		0.29		-0.09

						4		1		7573		0.1				4		1		7573		0.1				4		1		7573		0.1				4		1		8509		0.3						0.76		65		0.42		0.48		0.56		0.60		0.66		0.69		0.73		0.75		0.76		0.76		0.76		0.74		0.72		0.67		0.64		0.58		0.53		0.46		0.39		0.33		0.26		-0.09

						5		1		7573		0.1				5		1		7573		0.1				5		1		7573		0.1				5		1		8509		0.3						0.69		70		0.38		0.44		0.51		0.55		0.60		0.63		0.66		0.68		0.69		0.69		0.69		0.67		0.65		0.61		0.58		0.53		0.48		0.41		0.36		0.30		0.24		-0.09

						Total pc		42		14907						Total pc		42		14907						Total pc		42		14907						Total pc		56		16468								0.63		75		0.35		0.40		0.46		0.50		0.54		0.57		0.60		0.62		0.63		0.63		0.63		0.61		0.60		0.56		0.53		0.48		0.44		0.38		0.32		0.27		0.22		-0.09

										N(avg)										N(avg)										N(avg)										N(avg)								0.57		80		0.32		0.36		0.42		0.45		0.49		0.52		0.55		0.56		0.57		0.57		0.57		0.56		0.54		0.51		0.48		0.44		0.40		0.34		0.29		0.25		0.20		-0.09

																																																0.52		85		0.29		0.33		0.38		0.41		0.45		0.47		0.50		0.51		0.52		0.52		0.52		0.51		0.49		0.46		0.44		0.40		0.36		0.31		0.27		0.22		0.18		-0.09

																																																0.47		90		0.26		0.30		0.35		0.37		0.41		0.43		0.45		0.47		0.47		0.47		0.47		0.46		0.45		0.42		0.40		0.36		0.33		0.28		0.24		0.20		0.16		-0.09

										Original						New										High Speed										High Resolution												0.43		95		0.24		0.27		0.32		0.34		0.37		0.39		0.41		0.42		0.43		0.43		0.43		0.42		0.41		0.38		0.36		0.33		0.30		0.26		0.22		0.19		0.15		-0.09

		Help?

Michael Woodman: Remember that shutdowns due to high pressure limits are often invoked immediately. Input the rated pressure limit of whatever component in the system has the lowest operating limit.		Max. system pressure (bar):						1000						600										600										600												0.39		100		0.22		0.25		0.29		0.31		0.34		0.36		0.38		0.39		0.39		0.39		0.39		0.38		0.37		0.35		0.33		0.30		0.27		0.24		0.20		0.17		0.14		-0.09

		Help?

Michael Woodman: Tubing in the system generates pressure, especially at higher flow rates or viscosities which is not included in the pressure calculation for the column. To ensure a robust operation, use a conservative approach by limiting the system from operating at the maximum specified pressure. Try to maintain at least a 10-20% gap between the maximum observed column pressure and the maximum system limit.		Allow  what % of max pressure:						80						80										80										80

		Help?

Michael Woodman: Enter the maximum flow allowed, or the maximum flow recommended, at your discretion.  This will be used in calculations, where possible increases in speed or resolution can be determined.
		Max. system flow (ml/min):						0.6						2.0										2.0										2.0

		Help?

Michael Woodman: Enter the system dispersion value (5 sigma value of µl of bandspreading observed when a very small injection volume is measured at the detector without a column installed). In this calculator, plate count estimates are based on a reduced plate height of 2.3, and values from 2-2.5 are common. The 5 sigma calculation method is used to estimate losses due to extra column dispersion.
Suggested Values:
Autosampler, column compartment, integral modular heat exchangers between injector and column, standard UV flow cell (13µl) = 50 µL
High Performance Autosampler SL, Thermostatted Column Compartment SL with low dispersion heat exchangers, 0.12mm I.D. capillaries from injector valve to UV cell, micro UV flow cell (2µl): System Dispersion ca. 10 µL
The number of connectors (unions, bulkhead fittings, etc.) and the total length and volume of tubing directly affects this value. Reduce the number of connections (i.e. connect column outlet directly to flow cell inlet tubing) and minimize the I.D> and length of all tubing from the autosampler needle to the detector.  Minimize flow cell volume when possible
		System Dispersion (ul):						10.0						10.0										10.0										10.0														Acetonitrile Water viscosity table

		Help?

Michael Woodman: The suggested value of 0.75 cP is typical for acetonitrile/water at a 40 °C column temperature. With an increased column temperature, the value will drop significantly and will allow increased flow rates.
		Max. Solvent Viscosity (cP):						1.10						1.10										1.10										1.10												% ACN				% ACN

		Help?

Michael Woodman: The flow resistance term allows column pressure calculations  to be adjusted for more than simply the mean particle size.  The particle size distribution and particle shape also impact the backpressure observed.  The accepted value for most Agilent columns is 900.  The default value is historically set at 1000.

The permeability value can be derived empirically by comparing the observed pressure under controlled conditions (i.e. pure water or MeOH mobile phase at modest temperatures) to that predicted by the calculator.  Be sure to factor out system pressure under the same conditions, which you can check by installing a union in place of the column (don't just check up to the column inlet -- outlet tubing is often more restrictive).
		Column Permeability:						550						550										550										550												10		Temp (C)		0		5		10		15		20		25		30		35		40		45		50		55		60		65		70		75		80		85		90		95		100

		Help?

Michael Woodman: The void fraction can be derived empirically by comparing the observed void volume under controlled conditions (i.e.  MeOH mobile phase, typical flow rate) vs. the calculated empty volume of the column.  
Inject any non-retained solute that is detectable and measure the retention volume.  It will be smaller than the empty column volume, usually by a fraction 0.6-0.85, where generally dense particles with small pores and low pore volume (and low surface area, typically) with have the smallest void fraction.
Example:  empty 4.6x150mm columns have ~2.5ml internal volume. Unretained solutes elute between ~1.5-2.1ml, depending on the packing material porosity.  The resulting fraction is ~0.6-0.85		Column void fraction:						0.60						0.60										0.60										0.60												1.12		20		0.99		1.05		1.12		1.10		1.08		1.08		1.08		1.03		0.99		0.95		0.91		0.85		0.80		0.72		0.65		0.61		0.58		0.54		0.51		0.45		0.39

		Help?

Michael Woodman: Reduced Plate Height is a term introduced by Giddings to simplify the comparison of columns of different dimensions and packed with different particle sizes.

On a purely theoretical basis, the value is 2.  Applied to any column dimension and particle size, (L/(dp*rph)=N) it infers the available efficiency of the column.  When determined empirically, a number of parameters relating to the packing material, packing methods, system dispersion and operating conditions, serve to degrade that ideal value.  The moderate value of 2.3 is chosen as a good  match to expected empirical performance.

The useful range of Reduced Plate Height is 2.0-2.5 and the practical (empirically justified) value is generally 2.2-2.3, and a value of 2.0 is only possible on a system with no (not little, but no) dispersion.		Reduced plate height (2-2.5)						2.3						2.3										2.3										2.3												1.01		25		0.89		0.95		1.01		1.00		0.98		0.98		0.98		0.94		0.89		0.85		0.82		0.77		0.72		0.65		0.59		0.55		0.52		0.49		0.46		0.41		0.35		-0.10

		Help?

M.Woodman: The "S" value is a molecular weight dependent constant in the equation for conversion of a gradient slope to a capacity factor (usually k' in isocratic work		S value for gradient slope 

M.Woodman: A value of about 5 correlates well with small molecule applications.  Recent work with ~20-mer oligonucleotides (~6000mw) showed that a much better value would be 15, given the empirical fit that could be achieved.						6.2						6.2										6.2										6.2												0.91		30		0.81		0.86		0.91		0.90		0.89		0.89		0.89		0.85		0.81		0.77		0.74		0.70		0.65		0.59		0.53		0.50		0.47		0.44		0.42		0.37		0.32		-0.09

		Help?

M.Woodman: the formula S~0.48*(MW)^.44 is applied  in the capacity factor  k* equation for gradient performance		Analyte average molecular weight						335						335										335										335												0.83		35		0.73		0.78		0.83		0.82		0.80		0.80		0.80		0.77		0.73		0.70		0.67		0.63		0.59		0.54		0.48		0.46		0.43		0.40		0.38		0.33		0.29		-0.09

				Column i.d. (mm):						2.1						2.1										2.1										2.1												0.75		40		0.66		0.71		0.75		0.74		0.73		0.73		0.73		0.70		0.66		0.64		0.61		0.57		0.54		0.49		0.44		0.41		0.39		0.36		0.34		0.30		0.26		-0.10

				Column length (mm):						150						150										150										150												0.68		45		0.60		0.64		0.68		0.67		0.66		0.66		0.66		0.63		0.60		0.58		0.56		0.52		0.49		0.44		0.40		0.38		0.35		0.33		0.31		0.27		0.24		-0.08

				Column particle size (um):						2.2						2.2										2.2										2.2												0.62		50		0.55		0.59		0.62		0.61		0.60		0.60		0.60		0.58		0.55		0.53		0.51		0.47		0.44		0.40		0.36		0.34		0.32		0.30		0.28		0.25		0.22		-0.08

				Column Flow Rate (ml/min):						0.25						0.25										0.53										0.53												0.57		55		0.50		0.53		0.57		0.56		0.55		0.55		0.55		0.53		0.50		0.48		0.46		0.43		0.41		0.37		0.33		0.31		0.29		0.28		0.26		0.23		0.20		-0.09

				Injection Volume (ul):						10.0						10.0										10.0										10.0												0.52		60		0.46		0.49		0.52		0.51		0.50		0.50		0.50		0.48		0.46		0.44		0.42		0.40		0.37		0.34		0.30		0.29		0.27		0.25		0.24		0.21		0.18		-0.10

				Linear Velocity (mm/sec):						2.01						2.01										4.27										4.27												0.47		65		0.41		0.44		0.47		0.46		0.45		0.45		0.45		0.43		0.41		0.40		0.38		0.36		0.33		0.31		0.27		0.26		0.24		0.23		0.22		0.19		0.16		-0.10

																																																0.42		70		0.37		0.40		0.42		0.41		0.41		0.41		0.41		0.39		0.37		0.36		0.34		0.32		0.30		0.28		0.24		0.23		0.22		0.20		0.19		0.17		0.15		-0.10

				Do not enter anything below this line -- these are the calculators for each gradient segment																																												0.38		75		0.34		0.36		0.38		0.37		0.36		0.36		0.36		0.35		0.34		0.32		0.31		0.29		0.27		0.25		0.22		0.21		0.20		0.18		0.17		0.15		0.13		-0.10

		Segment 1				Time		%B		Flow						Time		%B		Flow						Time		%B		Flow						Time		%B		Flow				Lines				0.34		80		0.30		0.32		0.34		0.33		0.33		0.33		0.33		0.31		0.30		0.29		0.28		0.26		0.24		0.22		0.20		0.19		0.18		0.16		0.16		0.14		0.12		-0.10

		Help?

M.Woodman: In gradient methods it is often desirable to use an initial hold (an isocratic segment preceding the gradient segment(s)).  Most commonly, it allows the column to recover from any equilibrium upset caused by the injection of sample and ensures that sample diluent is thoroughly washed from the column before the gradient begins.  The isocratic hold can also be used, with careful calculations, to re-align the gradient when it is run on a different system configuration (add/remove mixer, change injector loop, etc.) or transferred to a different HPLC system 		Initial Hold:		3.00		5.00		0.25		Slope %				3.00		5.00		0.25		Slope %				1.41		5.00		0.53		Slope %				3.00		5.00		0.53		Slope %		8				0.31		85		0.27		0.29		0.31		0.30		0.30		0.30		0.30		0.28		0.27		0.26		0.25		0.24		0.22		0.20		0.18		0.17		0.16		0.15		0.14		0.12		0.11		-0.10

				Segment 1		10.00		20.00		0.25		2.67				10.00		20.00		0.25		2.67				4.70		20.00		0.53		2.67				10.00		20.00		0.53		1.25		9				0.28		90		0.24		0.26		0.28		0.27		0.27		0.27		0.27		0.26		0.24		0.23		0.22		0.21		0.20		0.18		0.16		0.15		0.14		0.13		0.13		0.11		0.10		-0.10

																																																0.25		95		0.22		0.23		0.25		0.24		0.24		0.24		0.24		0.23		0.22		0.21		0.20		0.19		0.18		0.16		0.14		0.14		0.13		0.12		0.11		0.10		0.09		-0.10

		Help?

M.Woodman: Knowing the capacity factor k' or the gradient capacity factor k* will help us estimate column efficiency and allow us to calculate peak width.  Peak width is important for some detectors such as Ion Trap or Triple Quadrupoles whose duty cycles are slower than TOF, single quadrupole or conventional optical detectors.		Estimated k* (gradient k' factor):						6.0		<<OKAY

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
				6.0		<<OKAY

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
								6.0		<<OKAY

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
								12.9		<<Too High

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* less than 12.
"Acceptable" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method also uses k* greater than 12.
"Excellent" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
										0.22		100		0.20		0.21		0.22		0.22		0.22		0.22		0.22		0.21		0.20		0.19		0.18		0.17		0.16		0.15		0.13		0.12		0.12		0.11		0.10		0.09		0.08		-0.10

				Anticipated pressure (bar):						226		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
				226		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
								480		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
								480		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.


				Anticipated column volume (ml):						0.312						0.312										0.312										0.312

				Anticipated column efficiency:						29644						29644										29644										29644

				Actual Efficiency with dispersion:						22146						22146										22146										25426

		Help?

M.Woodman: While van Deemter and others have shown column efficiency as a relationship between particle size and linear velocity, there are further difficulties due to dispersion within the HPLC plumbing.  Tubing, fittings, flow cells, diluent volumes and diluent composition all have dispersive effects.  This effect has a fixed volume, largely, and has a more dramatic effect on small columns than larger columns.  It also has a larger effect on low k' (or gradient k*) peaks because they are smaller in volume than highly retained peaks.

The calculation here uses the k* value calculated for the gradient to back calculate a peak volume, then factors in the empirically determined dispersion value for the system.  The plate count method used is the 5 sigma value, which takes width at 4.4% of peak height and uses 25 as the constant in the formula N(5sigma)=25 x ((V/w)^2)										

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo						

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		Efficiency Yield % :						75%						75%										75%										86%

				Calculated Peak Volume (ml):						0.074						0.074										0.074										0.135

				Calculated Peak Width (minutes)						0.295						0.295										0.139										0.254

				Calculated Peak Width (seconds)						17.690						17.690										8.313										15.267

		Help?

M.Woodman: The filter settings in ChemStation refer to the peak width at half height.  Calculations in this sheet operate on 5 sigma peak width, about 2-2.5 times larger..  The values here correspond to ChemStation filter settings (shown in brackets in ChemStation detector setups)
PW(half ht)      Filter                      5sigma width (approximate)
                                                                     minutes        seconds 
>0.1 min          (2 sec)                                 0.25                  15
>0.05 min       (1 sec)                                  0.125               7.5
>0.03 min       (0.5 sec)                               0.075               4.5
>0.01 min       (0.2 sec)                               0.025               1.5
>0.005 min    (0.1 sec)                               0.0125             0.75
>0.0025 min   (0.05 sec)                           0.0062             0.38


Apparent losses in resolution will occur if a large filter setting is used with a narrow peak width, i.e. 2 sec filter with 0.03min (hh) peak.
The settings suggested here are based on a compromise between best response time (albeit more noise) and best sensitivity (reduced signal resolution)																

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		Detector setting (filter, seconds)						(2 sec)						(2 sec)										(1 sec)										(2 sec)

		Help?

M.Woodman: Flow cell selection is based on two fundamental criteria,  cell volume (affects dispersion) and cell pathlength (affects detector response, possibly sensitivity) which are opposed in benefit. 
500nl  10mm  -- lowest dispersion, low energy, poor s/n
2ul         3mm -- low dispersion, good energy, low absolute response
5ul         6mm --med. dispersion, good energy, better absolute response
13ul     10mm  --highest dispersion, good energy, highest absolute response
		Recommended Flow Cell						5 uL						5 uL										5 uL										13 uL

		Help?

M.Woodman: In gradient, simply 1+Tg/pw, and pw can be modified (as done herein) to include a required resolution		Peak capacity (Rs="D25") 				1.0		25						25										25										29

		Help?

M.Woodman: For isocratic separations, 
 = 1 +(sqrt(N)/4*log(1+kmax)) for R=1.  For R1.5 or higher, 
= 1 +(sqrt(N)/4*(1/Rs)*log(1+kmax))																										

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		Isocratic Pc

M.Woodman: Isocratic Peak Capacity calculation shown for reference only.  Not usable in gradient conditions																														

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* less than 12.
"Acceptable" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method also uses k* greater than 12.
"Excellent" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		33						33



		Segment 2				Time		%B		Flow						Time		%B		Flow						Time		%B		Flow						Time		%B		Flow

				Segment 1		10.00		20.00		0.25		2.67				10.00		20.00		0.25		2.67				4.70		20.00		0.53		2.67				10.00		20.00		0.53		1.25		9

				Segment 2		11.00		60.00		0.25		49.85				11.00		60.00		0.25		49.85				5.17		60.00		0.53		49.85				11.00		60.00		0.53		23.42		10



		Help?

M.Woodman: Knowing the capacity factor k' or the gradient capacity factor k* will help us estimate column efficiency and allow us to calculate peak width.  Peak width is important for some detectors such as Ion Trap or Triple Quadrupoles whose duty cycles are slower than TOF, single quadrupole or conventional optical detectors.																																				

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		Estimated k* (gradient k' factor):						0.3		<<OKAY

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
				0.3		<<OKAY

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
								0.3		<<OKAY

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
								0.7		<<Excellent

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* less than 12.
"Acceptable" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method also uses k* greater than 12.
"Excellent" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.


				Anticipated pressure (bar):						226		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
				226		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
								480		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
								480		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.


				Anticipated column volume (ml):						0.312						0.312										0.312										0.312

				Anticipated column efficiency:						29644						29644										29644										29644

				Actual Efficiency with dispersion:						8804						8804										8804										10830

		Help?

M.Woodman: While van Deemter and others have shown column efficiency as a relationship between particle size and linear velocity, there are further difficulties due to dispersion within the HPLC plumbing.  Tubing, fittings, flow cells, diluent volumes and diluent composition all have dispersive effects.  This effect has a fixed volume, largely, and has a more dramatic effect on small columns than larger columns.  It also has a larger effect on low k' (or gradient k*) peaks because they are smaller in volume than highly retained peaks.

The calculation here uses the k* value calculated for the gradient to back calculate a peak volume, then factors in the empirically determined dispersion value for the system.  The plate count method used is the 5 sigma value, which takes width at 4.4% of peak height and uses 25 as the constant in the formula N(5sigma)=25 x ((V/w)^2)										

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo						

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		Efficiency Yield % :						30%						30%										30%										37%

				Calculated Peak Volume (ml):						0.022						0.022										0.022										0.025

				Calculated Peak Width (minutes)						0.088						0.088										0.041										0.048

				Calculated Peak Width (seconds)						5.274						5.274										2.478										2.851

		Help?

M.Woodman: The filter settings in ChemStation refer to the peak width at half height.  Calculations in this sheet operate on 5 sigma peak width, about 2-2.5 times larger..  The values here correspond to ChemStation filter settings (shown in brackets in ChemStation detector setups)
PW(half ht)      Filter                      5sigma width (approximate)
                                                                     minutes        seconds 
>0.1 min          (2 sec)                                 0.25                  15
>0.05 min       (1 sec)                                  0.125               7.5
>0.03 min       (0.5 sec)                               0.075               4.5
>0.01 min       (0.2 sec)                               0.025               1.5
>0.005 min    (0.1 sec)                               0.0125             0.75
>0.0025 min   (0.05 sec)                           0.0062             0.38


Apparent losses in resolution will occur if a large filter setting is used with a narrow peak width, i.e. 2 sec filter with 0.03min (hh) peak.
The settings suggested here are based on a compromise between best response time (albeit more noise) and best sensitivity (reduced signal resolution)																

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		Detector setting (filter, seconds)						(0.5 sec)						(0.5 sec)										(0.2 sec)										(0.2 sec)

		Help?

M.Woodman: Flow cell selection is based on two fundamental criteria,  cell volume (affects dispersion) and cell pathlength (affects detector response, possibly sensitivity) which are opposed in benefit. 
500nl  10mm  -- lowest dispersion, low energy, poor s/n
2ul         3mm -- low dispersion, good energy, low absolute response
5ul         6mm --med. dispersion, good energy, better absolute response
13ul     10mm  --highest dispersion, good energy, highest absolute response
		Recommended Flow Cell						2 uL						2 uL										2 uL										2 uL

		Help?

M.Woodman: In gradient, simply 1+Tg/pw, and pw can be modified (as done herein) to include a required resolution		Peak capacity (Rs="D25") 				1.0		12						12										12										22

		Help?

M.Woodman: For isocratic separations, 
 = 1 +(sqrt(N)/4*log(1+kmax)) for R=1.  For R1.5 or higher, 
= 1 +(sqrt(N)/4*(1/Rs)*log(1+kmax))																										

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		Isocratic Pc

M.Woodman: Isocratic Peak Capacity calculation shown for reference only.  Not usable in gradient conditions																														

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* less than 12.
"Acceptable" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method also uses k* greater than 12.
"Excellent" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		4						4



		Segment 3				Time		%B		Flow						Time		%B		Flow						Time		%B		Flow						Time		%B		Flow

				Segment 2		11.00		60.00		0.25		49.85				11.00		60.00		0.25		49.85				5.17		60.00		0.53		49.85				11.00		60.00		0.53		23.42		10

				Segment 3		15.00		61.00		0.25		0.31				15.00		61.00		0.25		0.31				7.05		61.00		0.53		0.31				15.00		61.00		0.53		0.15		11



		Help?

M.Woodman: Knowing the capacity factor k' or the gradient capacity factor k* will help us estimate column efficiency and allow us to calculate peak width.  Peak width is important for some detectors such as Ion Trap or Triple Quadrupoles whose duty cycles are slower than TOF, single quadrupole or conventional optical detectors.																																				

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		Estimated k* (gradient k' factor):						51.8		<<Too High

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
				51.8		<<As Original

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
								51.8		<<As Original

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
								110.2		<<Too High

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* less than 12.
"Acceptable" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method also uses k* greater than 12.
"Excellent" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.


				Anticipated pressure (bar):						226		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		226		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
								480		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
								480		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.


				Anticipated column volume (ml):						0.312						0.312										0.312										0.312

				Anticipated column efficiency:						29644						29644										29644										29644

				Actual Efficiency with dispersion:						28441						28441										28441										29064

		Help?

M.Woodman: While van Deemter and others have shown column efficiency as a relationship between particle size and linear velocity, there are further difficulties due to dispersion within the HPLC plumbing.  Tubing, fittings, flow cells, diluent volumes and diluent composition all have dispersive effects.  This effect has a fixed volume, largely, and has a more dramatic effect on small columns than larger columns.  It also has a larger effect on low k' (or gradient k*) peaks because they are smaller in volume than highly retained peaks.

The calculation here uses the k* value calculated for the gradient to back calculate a peak volume, then factors in the empirically determined dispersion value for the system.  The plate count method used is the 5 sigma value, which takes width at 4.4% of peak height and uses 25 as the constant in the formula N(5sigma)=25 x ((V/w)^2)										

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo						

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		Efficiency Yield % :						96%						96%										96%										98%

				Calculated Peak Volume (ml):						0.488						0.488										0.488										1.016

				Calculated Peak Width (minutes)						1.950						1.950										0.916										1.910

				Calculated Peak Width (seconds)						117.019						117.019										54.987										114.596

		Help?

M.Woodman: The filter settings in ChemStation refer to the peak width at half height.  Calculations in this sheet operate on 5 sigma peak width, about 2-2.5 times larger..  The values here correspond to ChemStation filter settings (shown in brackets in ChemStation detector setups)
PW(half ht)      Filter                      5sigma width (approximate)
                                                                     minutes        seconds 
>0.1 min          (2 sec)                                 0.25                  15
>0.05 min       (1 sec)                                  0.125               7.5
>0.03 min       (0.5 sec)                               0.075               4.5
>0.01 min       (0.2 sec)                               0.025               1.5
>0.005 min    (0.1 sec)                               0.0125             0.75
>0.0025 min   (0.05 sec)                           0.0062             0.38


Apparent losses in resolution will occur if a large filter setting is used with a narrow peak width, i.e. 2 sec filter with 0.03min (hh) peak.
The settings suggested here are based on a compromise between best response time (albeit more noise) and best sensitivity (reduced signal resolution)																

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		Detector setting (filter, seconds)						(2 sec)						(2 sec)										(2 sec)										(2 sec)

		Help?

M.Woodman: Flow cell selection is based on two fundamental criteria,  cell volume (affects dispersion) and cell pathlength (affects detector response, possibly sensitivity) which are opposed in benefit. 
500nl  10mm  -- lowest dispersion, low energy, poor s/n
2ul         3mm -- low dispersion, good energy, low absolute response
5ul         6mm --med. dispersion, good energy, better absolute response
13ul     10mm  --highest dispersion, good energy, highest absolute response
		Recommended Flow Cell						13 uL						13 uL										13 uL										13 uL

		Help?

M.Woodman: In gradient, simply 1+Tg/pw, and pw can be modified (as done herein) to include a required resolution		Peak capacity (Rs="D25") 				1.0		3						3										3										3

		Help?

M.Woodman: For isocratic separations, 
 = 1 +(sqrt(N)/4*log(1+kmax)) for R=1.  For R1.5 or higher, 
= 1 +(sqrt(N)/4*(1/Rs)*log(1+kmax))																										

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		Isocratic Pc

M.Woodman: Isocratic Peak Capacity calculation shown for reference only.  Not usable in gradient conditions																														

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* less than 12.
"Acceptable" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method also uses k* greater than 12.
"Excellent" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		74						74



		Segment 4				Time		%B		Flow						Time		%B		Flow						Time		%B		Flow						Time		%B		Flow

				Segment 3		15.00		61.00		0.25		0.31				15.00		61.00		0.25		0.31				7.05		61.00		0.53		0.31				15.00		61.00		0.53		0.15		11

				Segment 4		15.01		62.00		0.25		124.63				15.01		62.00		0.25		124.63				7.05		62.00		0.53		124.63				15.01		62.00		0.53		58.56		12



		Help?

M.Woodman: Knowing the capacity factor k' or the gradient capacity factor k* will help us estimate column efficiency and allow us to calculate peak width.  Peak width is important for some detectors such as Ion Trap or Triple Quadrupoles whose duty cycles are slower than TOF, single quadrupole or conventional optical detectors.																																				

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		Estimated k* (gradient k' factor):						0.1		<<OKAY

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
				0.1		<<OKAY

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
								0.1		<<OKAY

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
								0.3		<<Excellent

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* less than 12.
"Acceptable" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method also uses k* greater than 12.
"Excellent" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.


				Anticipated pressure (bar):						226		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
				226		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
								480		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
								480		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.


				Anticipated column volume (ml):						0.312						0.312										0.312										0.312

				Anticipated column efficiency:						29644						29644										29644										29644

				Actual Efficiency with dispersion:						7573						7573										7573										8509

		Help?

M.Woodman: While van Deemter and others have shown column efficiency as a relationship between particle size and linear velocity, there are further difficulties due to dispersion within the HPLC plumbing.  Tubing, fittings, flow cells, diluent volumes and diluent composition all have dispersive effects.  This effect has a fixed volume, largely, and has a more dramatic effect on small columns than larger columns.  It also has a larger effect on low k' (or gradient k*) peaks because they are smaller in volume than highly retained peaks.

The calculation here uses the k* value calculated for the gradient to back calculate a peak volume, then factors in the empirically determined dispersion value for the system.  The plate count method used is the 5 sigma value, which takes width at 4.4% of peak height and uses 25 as the constant in the formula N(5sigma)=25 x ((V/w)^2)										

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo						

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		Efficiency Yield % :						26%						26%										26%										29%

				Calculated Peak Volume (ml):						0.020						0.020										0.020										0.022

				Calculated Peak Width (minutes)						0.081						0.081										0.038										0.040

				Calculated Peak Width (seconds)						4.853						4.853										2.280										2.429

		Help?

M.Woodman: The filter settings in ChemStation refer to the peak width at half height.  Calculations in this sheet operate on 5 sigma peak width, about 2-2.5 times larger..  The values here correspond to ChemStation filter settings (shown in brackets in ChemStation detector setups)
PW(half ht)      Filter                      5sigma width (approximate)
                                                                     minutes        seconds 
>0.1 min          (2 sec)                                 0.25                  15
>0.05 min       (1 sec)                                  0.125               7.5
>0.03 min       (0.5 sec)                               0.075               4.5
>0.01 min       (0.2 sec)                               0.025               1.5
>0.005 min    (0.1 sec)                               0.0125             0.75
>0.0025 min   (0.05 sec)                           0.0062             0.38


Apparent losses in resolution will occur if a large filter setting is used with a narrow peak width, i.e. 2 sec filter with 0.03min (hh) peak.
The settings suggested here are based on a compromise between best response time (albeit more noise) and best sensitivity (reduced signal resolution)																

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		Detector setting (filter, seconds)						(0.5 sec)						(0.5 sec)										(0.2 sec)										(0.2 sec)

		Help?

M.Woodman: Flow cell selection is based on two fundamental criteria,  cell volume (affects dispersion) and cell pathlength (affects detector response, possibly sensitivity) which are opposed in benefit. 
500nl  10mm  -- lowest dispersion, low energy, poor s/n
2ul         3mm -- low dispersion, good energy, low absolute response
5ul         6mm --med. dispersion, good energy, better absolute response
13ul     10mm  --highest dispersion, good energy, highest absolute response
		Recommended Flow Cell						2 uL						2 uL										2 uL										2 uL

		Help?

M.Woodman: In gradient, simply 1+Tg/pw, and pw can be modified (as done herein) to include a required resolution		Peak capacity (Rs="D25") 				1.0		1						1										1										1

		Help?

M.Woodman: For isocratic separations, 
 = 1 +(sqrt(N)/4*log(1+kmax)) for R=1.  For R1.5 or higher, 
= 1 +(sqrt(N)/4*(1/Rs)*log(1+kmax))																										

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		Isocratic Pc

M.Woodman: Isocratic Peak Capacity calculation shown for reference only.  Not usable in gradient conditions																														

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* less than 12.
"Acceptable" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method also uses k* greater than 12.
"Excellent" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		2						2



		Segment 5

				Segment 4		15.01		62.00		0.25		124.63				15.01		62.00		0.25		124.63				7.05		62.00		0.53		124.63				15.01		62.00		0.53		58.56		12

				Segment 5		15.02		63.00		0.25		124.63				15.02		63.00		0.25		124.63				7.06		63.00		0.53		124.63				15.02		63.00		0.53		58.56		13



		Help?

M.Woodman: Knowing the capacity factor k' or the gradient capacity factor k* will help us estimate column efficiency and allow us to calculate peak width.  Peak width is important for some detectors such as Ion Trap or Triple Quadrupoles whose duty cycles are slower than TOF, single quadrupole or conventional optical detectors.																																				

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		Estimated k* (gradient k' factor):						0.1		<<OKAY

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
				0.1		<<OKAY

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
								0.1		<<OKAY

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
								0.3		<<Excellent

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* less than 12.
"Acceptable" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method also uses k* greater than 12.
"Excellent" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.


				Anticipated pressure (bar):						226		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
				226		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
								480		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
								480		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.


				Anticipated column volume (ml):						0.312						0.312										0.312										0.312

				Anticipated column efficiency:						29644						29644										29644										29644

				Actual Efficiency with dispersion:						7573						7573										7573										8509

		Help?

M.Woodman: While van Deemter and others have shown column efficiency as a relationship between particle size and linear velocity, there are further difficulties due to dispersion within the HPLC plumbing.  Tubing, fittings, flow cells, diluent volumes and diluent composition all have dispersive effects.  This effect has a fixed volume, largely, and has a more dramatic effect on small columns than larger columns.  It also has a larger effect on low k' (or gradient k*) peaks because they are smaller in volume than highly retained peaks.

The calculation here uses the k* value calculated for the gradient to back calculate a peak volume, then factors in the empirically determined dispersion value for the system.  The plate count method used is the 5 sigma value, which takes width at 4.4% of peak height and uses 25 as the constant in the formula N(5sigma)=25 x ((V/w)^2)										

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo						

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		Efficiency Yield % :						26%						26%										26%										29%

				Calculated Peak Volume (ml):						0.020						0.020										0.020										0.022

				Calculated Peak Width (minutes)						0.081						0.081										0.038										0.040

				Calculated Peak Width (seconds)						4.853						4.853										2.280										2.429

		Help?

M.Woodman: The filter settings in ChemStation refer to the peak width at half height.  Calculations in this sheet operate on 5 sigma peak width, about 2-2.5 times larger..  The values here correspond to ChemStation filter settings (shown in brackets in ChemStation detector setups)
PW(half ht)      Filter                      5sigma width (approximate)
                                                                     minutes        seconds 
>0.1 min          (2 sec)                                 0.25                  15
>0.05 min       (1 sec)                                  0.125               7.5
>0.03 min       (0.5 sec)                               0.075               4.5
>0.01 min       (0.2 sec)                               0.025               1.5
>0.005 min    (0.1 sec)                               0.0125             0.75
>0.0025 min   (0.05 sec)                           0.0062             0.38


Apparent losses in resolution will occur if a large filter setting is used with a narrow peak width, i.e. 2 sec filter with 0.03min (hh) peak.
The settings suggested here are based on a compromise between best response time (albeit more noise) and best sensitivity (reduced signal resolution)																

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		Detector setting (filter, seconds)						(0.5 sec)						(0.5 sec)										(0.2 sec)										(0.2 sec)

		Help?

M.Woodman: Flow cell selection is based on two fundamental criteria,  cell volume (affects dispersion) and cell pathlength (affects detector response, possibly sensitivity) which are opposed in benefit. 
500nl  10mm  -- lowest dispersion, low energy, poor s/n
2ul         3mm -- low dispersion, good energy, low absolute response
5ul         6mm --med. dispersion, good energy, better absolute response
13ul     10mm  --highest dispersion, good energy, highest absolute response
		Recommended Flow Cell						2 uL						2 uL										2 uL										2 uL

		Help?

M.Woodman: In gradient, simply 1+Tg/pw, and pw can be modified (as done herein) to include a required resolution		Peak capacity (Rs="D25") 				1.0		1						1										1										1

		Help?

M.Woodman: For isocratic separations, 
 = 1 +(sqrt(N)/4*log(1+kmax)) for R=1.  For R1.5 or higher, 
= 1 +(sqrt(N)/4*(1/Rs)*log(1+kmax))																										

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		Isocratic Pc

M.Woodman: Isocratic Peak Capacity calculation shown for reference only.  Not usable in gradient conditions																														

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* less than 12.
"Acceptable" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method also uses k* greater than 12.
"Excellent" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		2						2
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Gradient Method Detail
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New Method Detail
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Speed Method Detail
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Resolution Method Detail
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meth6maxresln

		Methods converter for normal to high resolution or high speed separations																				S ~ 0.48 x (MW)^ 0.44 																 

										Original						New										Highest Resolution

		Help?

Michael Woodman: Remember that shutdowns due to high pressure limits are often invoked immediately. Input the rated pressure limit of whatever component in the system has the lowest operating limit.		Max. system pressure (bar):						1200		list D45-D49				1200										1200

		Help?

Michael Woodman: Tubing in the system generates pressure, especially at higher flow rates or viscosities which is not included in the pressure calculation for the column. To ensure a robust operation, use a conservative approach by limiting the system from operating at the maximum specified pressure. Try to maintain at least a 10-20% gap between the maximum observed column pressure and the maximum system limit.		Allow  what % of max pressure:						90						85										85						me/wa 50C cP = 1

		Help?

Michael Woodman: Enter the maximum flow allowed, or the maximum flow recommended, at your discretion.  This will be used in calculations, where possible increases in speed or resolution can be determined.
		Max. system flow (ml/min):						1.0						2.00										2.0						acn/wa 50C cP = 0.62

		Help?

Michael Woodman: Enter the system dispersion value (5 sigma value of µl of bandspreading observed when a very small injection volume is measured at the detector without a column installed). In this calculator, plate count estimates are based on a reduced plate height of 2.3, and values from 2-2.5 are common. The 5 sigma calculation method is used to estimate losses due to extra column dispersion.
Suggested Values:
Autosampler, column compartment, integral modular heat exchangers between injector and column, standard UV flow cell (13µl) = 50 µL
High Performance Autosampler SL, Thermostatted Column Compartment SL with low dispersion heat exchangers, 0.12mm I.D. capillaries from injector valve to UV cell, micro UV flow cell (2µl): System Dispersion ca. 10 µL
The number of connectors (unions, bulkhead fittings, etc.) and the total length and volume of tubing directly affects this value. Reduce the number of connections (i.e. connect column outlet directly to flow cell inlet tubing) and minimize the I.D> and length of all tubing from the autosampler needle to the detector.  Minimize flow cell volume when possible
		System Dispersion (ul):						50.0						8.0										8.0												Predicted peak capacities for various lengths, flow and visc.

		Help?

Michael Woodman: The suggested value of 0.75 cP is typical for acetonitrile/water at a 40 °C column temperature. With an increased column temperature, the value will drop significantly and will allow increased flow rates.
		Max. Solvent Viscosity (cP):						1.50						1.50										1.50														10 min. 5-100%				20 min. 5-100%

		Help?

Michael Woodman: The flow resistance term allows column pressure calculations  to be adjusted for more than simply the mean particle size.  The particle size distribution and particle shape also impact the backpressure observed.  The accepted value for most Agilent columns is 900.  The default value is historically set at 1000.

The permeability value can be derived empirically by comparing the observed pressure under controlled conditions (i.e. pure water or MeOH mobile phase at modest temperatures) to that predicted by the calculator.  Be sure to factor out system pressure under the same conditions, which you can check by installing a union in place of the column (don't just check up to the column inlet -- outlet tubing is often more restrictive).
		Column Permeability:						900						900										900												L (2.1mm id)		0.4		0.6		0.4		0.6

		Help?

Michael Woodman: The void fraction can be derived empirically by comparing the observed void volume under controlled conditions (i.e.  MeOH mobile phase, typical flow rate) vs. the calculated empty volume of the column.  
Inject any non-retained solute that is detectable and measure the retention volume.  It will be smaller than the empty column volume, usually by a fraction 0.6-0.85, where generally dense particles with small pores and low pore volume (and low surface area, typically) with have the smallest void fraction.
Example:  empty 4.6x150mm columns have ~2.5ml internal volume. Unretained solutes elute between ~1.5-2.1ml, depending on the packing material porosity.  The resulting fraction is ~0.6-0.85		Column void fraction:						0.60						0.60										0.60												50mm		86		96		101*		108*

		Help?

Michael Woodman: Reduced Plate Height is a term introduced by Giddings to simplify the comparison of columns of different dimensions and packed with different particle sizes.

On a purely theoretical basis, the value is 2.  Applied to any column dimension and particle size, (L/(dp*rph)=N) it infers the available efficiency of the column.  When determined empirically, a number of parameters relating to the packing material, packing methods, system dispersion and operating conditions, serve to degrade that ideal value.  The moderate value of 2.3 is chosen as a good  match to expected empirical performance.

The useful range of Reduced Plate Height is 2.0-2.5 and the practical (empirically justified) value is generally 2.2-2.3, and a value of 2.0 is only possible on a system with no (not little, but no) dispersion.		Reduced plate height (2-2.5)						2.3						2.3										2.3												100mm		102		118		129		141

		Help?

M.Woodman: the formula S~0.48*(MW)^.44 is applied  in the capacity factor  k* equation for gradient performance		Analyte average molecular weight						250						250										250												150mm		109		131		145		162

				Column i.d. (mm):						4.6		list F45-F59				4.6										4.6												200mm		113				155

				Column length (mm):						150		list G45-G59				500										500												250mm		115				162

				Column particle size (um):						3.5		list H55-68				3.5										3.5														* the k* estimate is much  greater than 10

				Column Flow Rate (ml/min):						1.00						1.00										1.85

				Injection Volume (ul):						2.0						6.7										6.7

		Results and Calculated values:		Linear Velocity (mm/sec):						1.67						1.67										3.09										Predicted peak capacities for various lengths with ACN/wa at 50C and a 5-95% gradient condition

		Help?

M.Woodman: Knowing the capacity factor k' or the gradient capacity factor k* will help us estimate column efficiency and allow us to calculate peak width.  Peak width is important for some detectors such as Ion Trap or Triple Quadrupoles whose duty cycles are slower than TOF, single quadrupole or conventional optical detectors.		Estimated k* (gradient k' factor):						12.3		<<Too High

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
				3.7		<<OKAY

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
								6.8		<<Excellent

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* less than 12.
"Acceptable" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method also uses k* greater than 12.
"Excellent" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
								minutes		5		10		15		20		30		45		60.0

		Help?

M.Woodman: The "S" value is a molecular weight dependent constant in the equation for conversion of a gradient slope to a capacity factor (usually k' in isocratic work		S value for gradient slope 

M.Woodman: A value of about 5 correlates well with small molecule applications.  Recent work with ~20-mer oligonucleotides (~6000mw) showed that a much better value would be 15, given the empirical fit that could be achieved.								

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		5.4						5.4										5.4		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
								30mm		67		96		101*		108*

				Anticipated pressure (bar):						166		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
				553		<<OKAY

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
								1020		2.700

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo								50mm		89		96		101*		108*

				Anticipated column volume (ml):						1.495		1.495

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo				4.983		4.983

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo								4.983										75mm		100		96		101*		108*

				Anticipated column efficiency:						18634						62112										62112										100mm		99		96		101*		108*

				Actual Efficiency with dispersion:						16312						60042										60856										150mm		89		131		145		162

		Help?

M.Woodman: While van Deemter and others have shown column efficiency as a relationship between particle size and linear velocity, there are further difficulties due to dispersion within the HPLC plumbing.  Tubing, fittings, flow cells, diluent volumes and diluent composition all have dispersive effects.  This effect has a fixed volume, largely, and has a more dramatic effect on small columns than larger columns.  It also has a larger effect on low k' (or gradient k*) peaks because they are smaller in volume than highly retained peaks.

The calculation here uses the k* value calculated for the gradient to back calculate a peak volume, then factors in the empirically determined dispersion value for the system.  The plate count method used is the 5 sigma value, which takes width at 4.4% of peak height and uses 25 as the constant in the formula N(5sigma)=25 x ((V/w)^2)										

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
						

User: "As original" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* greater than 12.
"OKAY" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo						

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		Efficiency Yield % :						88%						97%										98%										250mm		65				162

				Calculated Peak Volume (ml):						0.777						0.476										0.788												* the k* estimate is much  greater than 10

				Calculated Peak Width (minutes)						0.777						0.476										0.427

				Calculated Peak Width (seconds)						46.616		list B45-B47				28.569										25.600

		Help?

M.Woodman: The filter settings in ChemStation refer to the peak width at half height.  Calculations in this sheet operate on 5 sigma peak width, about 2-2.5 times larger..  The values here correspond to ChemStation filter settings (shown in brackets in ChemStation detector setups)
PW(half ht)      Filter                      5sigma width (approximate)
                                                                     minutes        seconds 
>0.1 min          (2 sec)                                 0.25                  15
>0.05 min       (1 sec)                                  0.125               7.5
>0.03 min       (0.5 sec)                               0.075               4.5
>0.01 min       (0.2 sec)                               0.025               1.5
>0.005 min    (0.1 sec)                               0.0125             0.75
>0.0025 min   (0.05 sec)                           0.0062             0.38


Apparent losses in resolution will occur if a large filter setting is used with a narrow peak width, i.e. 2 sec filter with 0.03min (hh) peak.
The settings suggested here are based on a compromise between best response time (albeit more noise) and best sensitivity (reduced signal resolution)																

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		Detector setting (filter, seconds)						(2 sec)						(2 sec)										(2 sec)

		Help?

M.Woodman: Flow cell selection is based on two fundamental criteria,  cell volume (affects dispersion) and cell pathlength (affects detector response, possibly sensitivity) which are opposed in benefit. 
500nl  10mm  -- lowest dispersion, low energy, poor s/n
2ul         3mm -- low dispersion, good energy, low absolute response
5ul         6mm --med. dispersion, good energy, better absolute response
13ul     10mm  --highest dispersion, good energy, highest absolute response
		Recommended Flow Cell						13 uL						13 uL										13 uL

		Help?

M.Woodman: In gradient, simply 1+Tg/pw, and pw can be modified (as done herein) to include a required resolution																										

User: "Too High" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method uses k* less than 12.
"Acceptable" if parameters predict k* >12 and Original Method also uses k* greater than 12.
"Excellent" if parameters predict k* <=12 

The reason is that plate count typically reaches the highest value by about k* 10, so gradients predicting much higher k* values will not deliver the predicted resolution.
		Peak capacity (Rs="D25") 				1.0		78						127										142

		Help?

M.Woodman: For isocratic separations, 
 = 1 +(sqrt(N)/4*log(1+kmax)) for R=1.  For R1.5 or higher, 
= 1 +(sqrt(N)/4*(1/Rs)*log(1+kmax))																										

User: "Overpressure" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		

M.Woodman: M.Woodman:
estimated time (min) for Vo		Isocratic Pc

M.Woodman: Isocratic Peak Capacity calculation shown for reference only.  Not usable in gradient conditions		37						42

																																								Precicted Operating pressure for various lengths, flow and visc.

																																										ACN/wa		ACN/wa		ACN/wa		Me/wa		Me/wa		Me/wa

																																								L (2.1mm id)		0.4		0.6		1.5		0.4		0.600		1.5		ml/min

						Time Savings				Original						New										High Rsln														50mm		200		300		750		323		484.500		1211.25		bar

						Analysis Time:				35.0						35.0										35.0														100mm		401		601.5		1503.75		646		969		2422.5		bar

						Savings Factor:				--						1.0										1.0														150mm		601		901.5		2253.75		969		1453.5		3633.75		bar

																																								200mm		802		1203		3007.5		1292		1938.0		4845.00		bar

						Original Gradient Condition										New Gradient Condition										New Gradient to Maximize Resolution														250mm		1002		1503		3757.5		1615		2422.5		6056.25		bar

																Simple Conversion										1.85		Help?

M.Woodman: With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).		Possible increase in pressure:										300mm		1203		1804.5		4511.25		1938		2907		7267.5		bar

																										1.85		Help?

M.Woodman: A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.
		Possible increase in flow:

						Time		%B		Flow								%B		Flow						Time		%B		Flow

				Initial:		0.0		20.0		1.0		Gradient				0.00		20.00		1.00		Gradient				0.0		20.0		1.85		Gradient

		Help?

M.Woodman: In gradient methods it is often desirable to use an initial hold (an isocratic segment preceding the gradient segment(s)).  Most commonly, it allows the column to recover from any equilibrium upset caused by the injection of sample and ensures that sample diluent is thoroughly washed from the column before the gradient begins.  The isocratic hold can also be used, with careful calculations, to re-align the gradient when it is run on a different system configuration (add/remove mixer, change injector loop, etc.) or transferred to a different HPLC system 																										

M.Woodman: With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).		

M.Woodman: A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.
		Initial Hold:		0.00		20.0		1.00		Slope %				0.00		20.00		1.00		Slope %				0.00		20.0		1.85		Slope %

				Gradient:		60.00		80.0		1.00		1.5				60.00		80.00		1.00		5.0				60.00		80.0		1.85		2.7

				Hold to:		30.00		80.0		1.00		0.0				30.00		80.00		1.00		0.0				30.00		80.0		1.85		0.0

				Return by:		30.10		20.0		1.00		-3.0				30.10		20.00		1.00		-9.9				30.10		20.0		1.85		-5.4

				End of Run:		35.00		20.0		1.00						35.00		20.00		1.00						35.00		20.0		1.85











				These lookup tables are used in the fields above.  Do not delete them !!!																								These lookup tables are used in the fields above.  Do not delete them !!!

				Peak width				PSI limit										col. i.d. mm 		col. L mm		part size micron																 (Hz) DAD

				(seconds)				250																		ChemStation Parameters								Calculator values, 5 sigma		minutes		 seconds

				(minutes)				400										0.500		15		1.0				Peak width				filter						0.5		30

								600										1.000		20		1.5				>0.1		min		(2 sec)						0.25		15

								1000										2.100		30		1.7				0.1		min		(2 sec)						0.125		7.5

		Flow cell selection 						1200										3.000		50		1.8				0.05		min		(1 sec)						0.075		4.5

		Cell		Peak Vol (mL)		Description/discussion												3.900		75		1.9				0.03		min		(0.5 sec)						0.025		1.5

		80 nL		0.001		absurdly small volume, not regular LC												4.000		100		2.0				0.01		min		(0.2 sec)						0.0125		0.75

		0.5 uL		0.005		10mm  -- lowest dispersion, low energy, poor s/n												4.600		150		2.2				0.005		min		(0.1 sec)						0.00625		0.375

		2 uL		0.02		3mm -- low dispersion, good energy, low absolute response												5.000		200		2.5				0.0025		min		(0.05 sec)						0.000250		0.015		1.25

		5 uL		0.05		6mm --med. dispersion, good energy, better absolute response												6.000		250		3.0				0.0001		min		(0.02 sec)										2.5

		13 uL		0.1		10mm  --highest dispersion, good energy, highest absolute response												7.500		300		3.5																		5

																		7.800		750		4.0																		10

																		9.400		500		5.0																		20

																						7																		40

																						10																		80

																		add your missing value in 

																		the last two lines
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Tubing_press_RRLC_HPLC

				This page is under renovation

				System configured for RRLC operation with low dispersion configuration

				Position		Description		Select

M.Woodman: If the entry value is NONE, for now just enter a 0 (zero) value for the length.
		i.d.		length		temp C

M.Woodman: These are also input manually, in each row
		visc cP

M.Woodman: These are also input manually, in each row, from the viscosity tables.  Should be calculated based on temp and solvent, but I don't know how to calculate viscosity from the raw data.

		press. (bar)		volume (ul)						Volume and Backpressure for various i.d. and length tubings at various flow rates and solvent viscosities

				a.		pump to injector

M.Woodman: 0.17mm i.d. is recommended for RRLC in standard or low delay configuration.  This minimizes pressure drop upon injection and lower overall system pressure.
				0.178		500		20		2.2		7.5		12.4						Make inputs or request to be sent future revisions, if any, via email to: Michael_Woodman@agilent.com

				b.		Injector		G1367C		0.254		2500		20		2.2		9.0		276.7						Make entries only in the boxed, color-highlighted areas.  All other fields are locked.

				c.		needle seat cap

M.Woodman: Standard green 0.17
Low disp red 0.12
micro black 0.10, this being PEEK clad fused silica
								

M.Woodman: These are also input manually, in each row
		

M.Woodman: These are also input manually, in each row, from the viscosity tables.  Should be calculated based on temp and solvent, but I don't know how to calculate viscosity from the raw data.

		0.12x100		0.127		100		20		2.2		5.8		2.3		x				Green fields		you make your entries

				d.		inj valve to tcc				0.127		270		20		2.2		15.5		3.4		x				Gray fields		reference data and calculations

				e.		inlet heat exchanger

M.Woodman: Standard TCC heat exchangers are marked 3ul and 6ul.
RRLC "L" heat exchangers marked 1.6ul
		1.6 (.12x130)		0.127		130		30

Mike Woodman: average of the adjacent zones		2.2

Mike Woodman: average of the adjacent zones		7.5		1.6		x				Yellow fields		help popups -- set Tools, Options, View, Comments, "Comment indicator only" for best results

				f.		RRLC extension cap

M.Woodman: Various premade capillaries, m/m or m/f, are included in the RRLC low dispersion kit G1316-68744, which also includes heat exchangers 1.6ul and 1.5ul, and special DAD exit capillary for connection to MS
		m/f .12x70		0.127		70		40		2.2		4.0		0.9		x

				g.		column		1.8		2.100		50		40		2.2		1470		103.9						Parameter

				h.		extension cap

M.Woodman: as if you need a short tube to go from the column outlet to the flow cell inlet (integral heat exchanger								

Mike Woodman: average of the adjacent zones		none		0.127		0		40		2.2		0.0		0.0		x				Tube				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10

				i.		post-col cooler

M.Woodman: this part is recommended when flowing over 1ml/min, and temperature over 1ml/min and using UV in a high sensitivity configuration.  Reduces noise generated by hot solvent at high linear velocity.
										

Mike Woodman: average of the adjacent zones		none		0.127		0		38.5

Mike Woodman: average of the adjacent zones		2.2

Mike Woodman: average of the adjacent zones		0.0		0.0		x				i.d. (mm)				0.050		0.508		0.170		0.170		0.170		0.170		0.170		0.170		0.170		0.170

				j.		DAD inlet capillary/hx		0.12x310		0.127		310		37		2.2		17.8		3.9		x				Length (mm)		Help?

Mike Woodman: The dropdown list is from below.  If the required i.d. is not available, you can type it into the colored cells at the bottom of the mm i.d. list.
		1000		1000		350		200		350		350		350		350		350		350

				k.		DAD flow cell volume		5						37		2.2				5.0		x				Flow rate (ml/min)				0.10		1.00		1.00		1.00		1.00		1.00		1.00		1.00		1.00		1.00

				l.		DAD outlet capillary		0.12x200		0.127		200		37		2.2		11.5		2.5						Solvent Name				wa		ACN/wa		ACN/wa		ACN/wa		ACN/wa		ACN/wa		ACN/wa		ACN/wa		ACN/wa		ACN/wa

				m.		Agilent ELSD		Yes		0.229		0				2.2		0.0		0.0						Viscosity (cP)				1		1.1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1

				n.		waste line				0.127		2000		20

Mike Woodman: =ambient above
		2.2

Mike Woodman: =ambient above
		115.1		25.3

						Main flow rate (ml/min)		1.000		Note Tubing

M.Woodman: Note:  Capillaries commonly called 0.12mm are normally 0.127 (0.005" i.d.), and those labeled 0.17 are in fact 0.178 (0.007" i.d.)
		6130		total values calculated				1664.1		438.0

M.Woodman: NOTE:  this is not the dispersion volume for bandspreading calculations
						Volume (ul)				1.964		202.690		8.0		4.5		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0

						Solvent visc at 25C		future use						Tubing Contribution only				193.8		334.1

M.Woodman: NOTE:  this is not the dispersion volume for bandspreading calculations
						Delay (sec) at Flow				1.2		12.2		0.5		0.3		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5

														Bandspread (dispersion)(est) ul						17.1

M.Woodman: This includes the needle seat to the flow cell DAD capillary. Includes flow cell volume.
		x				Expected pressure (bar)				108.9		0.1		2.8		1.6		2.8		2.8		2.8		2.8		2.8		2.8

										Pressure (bar)=900*(p14/60*r7/10*t7/100)/(3.1417*(q7/20)^2*((p7/10000)^2))*(10^-6)																Expected pressure (psi)				1601		2		42		24		42		42		42		42		42		42

										P (bar) = PF  x ( flow/60 x L(mm)/10 x cP/100 ) / (3.1417 x (d(mm)/20)^2 x ((dp(uM)/10000)^2))x 10e-6																Expected pressure (KPa)				10891		11		284		162		284		284		284		284		284		284

																										Expected pressure (MPa)				10.9		0.0		0.3		0.2		0.3		0.3		0.3		0.3		0.3		0.3

				System configured for standard HPLC or FAST LC operation with standard dispersion configuration																										The column psi formula is: 

				Position		Description		Select

M.Woodman: If the entry value is NONE, for now just enter a 0 (zero) value for the length.
		i.d.		length		temp C

M.Woodman: These are also input manually, in each row
		visc cP

M.Woodman: These are also input manually, in each row, from the viscosity tables.  Should be calculated based on temp and solvent, but I don't know how to calculate viscosity from the raw data.

		press. (bar)		volume (ul)										P (psi) = PF  x ( flow/60 x L(mm)/10 x cP/100 ) / (3.1417 x (d(mm)/20)^2 x ((dp(uM)/10000)^2))x 10e-6 x 14.7

				a.		pump to injector

M.Woodman: 0.17mm i.d. is recommended for RRLC in standard or low delay configuration.  This minimizes pressure drop upon injection and lower overall system pressure.
				0.178		500		20		1.2		4.1		12.4										The gen'l formula is P (psi) = ( 72123 x F x L x N ) / (d x 1000)^4

				b.		Injector		G1367C		0.254		2500		20		1.2		4.9		276.7												F=mL/min, L=feet,N=cP, d=thousandths of inch

				c.		needle seat cap

M.Woodman: Standard green 0.17
Low disp red 0.12
micro black 0.10, this being PEEK clad fused silica
		0.17x100		0.178		100		20		1.2		0.8		3.5										Viscosities of common solvents and mixtures, usually at 20C (various sources)

				d.		inj valve to tcc				0.178		270		20		1.2		2.2		6.7										Hexane		ACN		MeCl2		EtOAc		MeOH		THF		CHCl3		Toluene		Isooctane

				e.		inlet heat exchanger

M.Woodman: Standard TCC heat exchangers are marked 3ul and 6ul.
RRLC "L" heat exchangers marked 1.6ul
		6 (0.17x260)		0.178		260		30

Mike Woodman: average of the adjacent zones		0.95

Mike Woodman: average of the adjacent zones		1.7		6.5										0.313		0.34		0.44		0.45		0.55		0.49		0.57		0.59		0.5

				f.		Column inlet capillary

M.Woodman: Various premade capillaries, m/m or m/f, are included in the RRLC low dispersion kit G1316-68744, which also includes heat exchangers 1.6ul and 1.5ul, and special DAD exit capillary for connection to MS
		none		0.178		0		40		0.7		0.0		0.0

				g.		column		1.8		2.100		50		40		0.7		468		103.9										DMF		Water		ACN/wa		MeOH/wa		DMSO		Propanol		Butanol-1		Butanol-2

				h.		extension cap

M.Woodman: as if you need a short tube to go from the column outlet to the flow cell inlet (integral heat exchanger		none		0.178		0		40		0.7		0.0		0.0										0.87		1		1.1		2.2		2.21		2.35		2.98		4.21

				i.		post-col cooler/capillary

M.Woodman: this part is recommended when flowing over 1ml/min, and temperature over 1ml/min and using UV in a high sensitivity configuration.  Reduces noise generated by hot solvent at high linear velocity.
		various		0.178		270		38.5

Mike Woodman: average of the adjacent zones		0.75

Mike Woodman: average of the adjacent zones		1.4		6.7										Hint:  Copy together the cells of solvent name and viscosity and paste into the entry fields above.

				j.		DAD inlet capillary/hx		0.17x590		0.178		590		37		0.8		3.2		14.6

				k.		DAD flow cell volume		13						37		0.8				13.0										About Viscosity and Temperature:  Viscosity drops by roughly 10% for a 10 degree (C) increase in operating temperature

				l.		DAD outlet capillary		0.17x200		0.178		200		37		0.8		1.1		5.0

				m.		Agilent MS 		No		0.127		0				1		0.0		0.0										Nominal tubing i.d. conversions												Column Information

				n.		waste, if applicable				0.508		1000		20

Mike Woodman: =ambient above
		1.2

Mike Woodman: =ambient above
		0.1		202.7										mm i.d.		Inch i.d.		microns i.d.		Vol(ul)/foot		Vol(ul)/m				typical flow ul/min		column i.d. mm 		Device Length mm		particle size micron

						Main flow rate (ml/min)		1.000		Note Tubing

M.Woodman: Note:  Capillaries commonly called 0.12mm are normally 0.127 (0.005" i.d.), and those labeled 0.17 are in fact 0.178 (0.007" i.d.)
		5740		total values calculated				487.3		651.7

M.Woodman: NOTE:  this is not the dispersion volume for bandspreading calculations
										1.016		0.0400		1016		243.2		798.0				0.164		0.050		2200		1.0

						Solvent visc at 25C		future use						Tubing Contribution only				19.5		547.7

M.Woodman: NOTE:  this is not the dispersion volume for bandspreading calculations
										0.508		0.0200		508		60.8		199.5				0.370		0.075		30		1.7

														Bandspread (est) ul						51.0

M.Woodman: This includes the needle seat to the flow cell DAD capillary. Includes flow cell volume.
										0.381		0.0150		381		34.2		112.2				0.657		0.100		35		1.8

										Pressure (bar)=900*(p14/60*r7/10*t7/100)/(3.1417*(q7/20)^2*((p7/10000)^2))*(10^-6)																				0.318		0.0125		317.5		23.8		77.9				1.027		0.125		50		2.2

										P (bar) = PF  x ( flow/60 x L(mm)/10 x cP/100 ) / (3.1417 x (d(mm)/20)^2 x ((dp(uM)/10000)^2))x 10e-6																				0.254		0.0100		254		15.2		49.9				2.130		0.180		75		2.5

																														0.229		0.0090		228.6		12.3		40.4				5.917		0.300		100		3.0

																														0.178		0.0070		177.8		7.4		24.4				16.437		0.500		120		3.5

																														0.170		0.0067		170.18		6.8		22.4				65.7		1.000		150		4.0

																														0.127		0.0050		127		3.8		12.5				289.9		2.100		250		5.0

						Agilent MS																								0.100		0.0039		100		2.4		7.7				591.7		3.000		300		6.0

						Agilent ELSD																								0.075		0.0030		75		1.3		4.3				3698.2		7.500		200		7

																														0.050		0.0020		50		0.6		1.9				1391.190		4.600		500		10

																														0.025		0.0010		25		0.1		0.5				5809.336		9.4

																														0.12		0.0047		120		3.4		11.1				29548.981		21.2









				Below this line is the original -- don't mess it up

				Tubing i.d. conversions						All capillary dimensions are mm i.d. x mm length

				mm i.d.		Inch i.d.		particle size micron		seat capp		RRLC/LC caps		TCC inlet hx		post cool		DAD inlets		DAD outlets

				0.025		0.0010		1.0		0.1x100		none		none		none		0.12x310		0.12x200

				0.050		0.0020		1.5		0.12x100		m/f  0.12x50		1.6 (0.12x130)		1.5		0.12x290		0.17x200

				0.075		0.0030		1.7		0.17x100		m/f  0.12x70		3 (0.17x130)		various		0.12x310		0.12x500

				0.100		0.0040		1.8				m/f 0 .12x90		6 (0.17x260)				0.17x310												PEEK tolerances from a website

				0.127		0.0050		1.9				m/f  0.12x130						0.17x590												O.D.		I.D.		Tolerance O.D. 		Tolerance I.D. 

				0.178		0.0070		2.2				m/f  0.12x170																		Inches 		Inches

				0.229		0.0100		2.5																						0.062		0.006		±.003" 		+.002"-.001" 

				0.254		0.0200		3.0				m/m 0.17x70																		0.062		0.01		±.003" 		±.002" 

				0.500		0.0200		3.5				m/m 0.17x90																		0.062		0.02		±.003" 		±.002" 

				1.000		0.0400		5.0				m/m 0.17x150																		0.062		0.03		±.003" 		±.002" 

				0.229		0.0090		5.0				m/m 0.17x270																		0.062		0.04		±.003" 		±.002" 

												m/m 0.17x400																		0.125		0.062		±.004" 		±.004" 

																														0.125		0.08		±.004" 		±.004" 





										Note Tubing

M.Woodman: Note:  Capillaries commonly called 0.12mm are normally 0.127 (0.005" i.d.), and those labeled 0.17 are in fact 0.178 (0.007" i.d.)
		RRLC 1

M.Woodman: G1316B SL Capillary System Kit  ("G1316-68744")
For items * see also “High Performance Autosampler SL Parts” on page 198  (G1312-90300 RRLC system manual).
Table 66 G1316B SL Capillary System Kit G1316-68744 (G1316B#060)
Item Description Part Number
* Carrier for Heater or Cooling Devices, QTY=2 G1316-83200
* Heater long-up (0.12 mm i.d., 1.6 μl internal volume), QTY=1 G1316-80002
* Heater long-down (0.12 mm i.d., 1.6 μl internal volume), QTY=1 G1316-80003
* Post-column cooler (0.12 mm i.d., 1.5 μl internal volume), QTY=1 G1316-80004
Capillary System Kit, see Table 67 for details G1316-68716
Table 67 Capillary System Kit G1316-68716
Item Description Part Number
Seat Capillary 100 mm x 0.12 mm, 0.8 OD G1367-87303
DAD Heat Exchanger Capillary 310 mm x 0.12 mm G1315-87339
SS Capillary 340 mm x 0.12 mm, m/m G1316-87319
SS Capillary 300 mm x 0.12 mm, m/m G1316-87318
SS Capillary 210 mm x 0.12 mm, m/m G1316-87317
SS Capillary 170 mm x 0.12 mm, m/m G1316-87316
SS Capillary 130 mm x 0.12 mm, m/f G1316-87315
SS Capillary 90 mm x 0.12 mm, m/f G1316-87314
SS Capillary 70 mm x 0.12 mm, m/f G1316-87313
SS Capillary 50 mm x 0.12 mm, m/f G1316-87312
SS Capillary 170 mm x 0.12 mm, m/f G1316-87327
SS Capillary 500 mm x 0.12 mm, m/m G1316-87309
SS Capillary 500 mm x 0.12 mm, m/m G1315-87307 (long DAD cell outlet to MS)		

Mike Woodman: average of the adjacent zones		RRLC ACR

M.Woodman: Column Regeneration Kit ("G1316-68721") used with 10 port 2 position 600 bar micro valve for "At Column Regeneration" ACR
Refer to Figure 94 on page 217  (G1312-90300 RRLC system manual) for connection diagram.
Table 68 Column Regeneration Kit
Description where used Part Number
Column Regeneration Kit G1316-68721
SS Capillary, 700 mm x 0.17 mm, 1/32 - 1/32, QTY=1 column to cell G1312-87304
SS Capillary, 100 mm x 0.12 mm, 1/32 - 1/32, QTY=1 switching capillary G1316-27301
SS Capillary, 100 mm x 0.12 mm, male/female 1/32 - 1/16, QTY=1 adapter capillary G1316-87304
SS Capillary, 340 mm x 0.12 mm, male/female 1/32 - 1/16, QTY=1 WPS to valve G1316-87305
SS Capillary, 70 mm x 0.12 mm, male/female 1/32 - 1/16, QTY=2 valve to heatexchanger G1316-87306
SS Capillary 50 mm x 0.12 mm, male/female, QTY=1 column to cell G1316-87312
SS Capillary 70 mm x 0.12 mm, male/female, QTY=1 column to cell G1316-87313
SS Capillary, 75 mm x 0.12 mm, male/female 1/32 - 1/16, QTY=1 valve to detector G1316-87326
Seat Capillary, 100 mm x 0.12 mm, QTY=2 G1367-87303
PEEK fitting, special for Chip-LC, QTY=1 G4240-43200
Flexible PEEK Tubing, 450 mm x 0.4 mm, QTY=1 valve to waste 5022-6503



																

Mike Woodman: average of the adjacent zones		

M.Woodman: Note:  Capillaries commonly called 0.12mm are normally 0.127 (0.005" i.d.), and those labeled 0.17 are in fact 0.178 (0.007" i.d.)
				

Mike Woodman: =ambient above
		

Mike Woodman: =ambient above
												

Mike Woodman: The dropdown list is from below.  If the required i.d. is not available, you can type it into the colored cells at the bottom of the mm i.d. list.
		

M.Woodman: NOTE:  this is not the dispersion volume for bandspreading calculations
		

M.Woodman: NOTE:  this is not the dispersion volume for bandspreading calculations
		

M.Woodman: If the entry value is NONE, for now just enter a 0 (zero) value for the length.
		

M.Woodman: 0.17mm i.d. is recommended for RRLC in standard or low delay configuration.  This minimizes pressure drop upon injection and lower overall system pressure.
														

M.Woodman: This includes the needle seat to the flow cell DAD capillary. Includes flow cell volume.
		

M.Woodman: Standard green 0.17
Low disp red 0.12
micro black 0.10, this being PEEK clad fused silica
								

M.Woodman: These are also input manually, in each row
		

M.Woodman: These are also input manually, in each row, from the viscosity tables.  Should be calculated based on temp and solvent, but I don't know how to calculate viscosity from the raw data.

		

M.Woodman: Standard TCC heat exchangers are marked 3ul and 6ul.
RRLC "L" heat exchangers marked 1.6ul
		

M.Woodman: Various premade capillaries, m/m or m/f, are included in the RRLC low dispersion kit G1316-68744, which also includes heat exchangers 1.6ul and 1.5ul, and special DAD exit capillary for connection to MS
		

M.Woodman: as if you need a short tube to go from the column outlet to the flow cell inlet (integral heat exchanger								

Mike Woodman: average of the adjacent zones		

M.Woodman: this part is recommended when flowing over 1ml/min, and temperature over 1ml/min and using UV in a high sensitivity configuration.  Reduces noise generated by hot solvent at high linear velocity.
										

Mike Woodman: average of the adjacent zones		

Mike Woodman: average of the adjacent zones		

Mike Woodman: average of the adjacent zones		

M.Woodman: Note:  Capillaries commonly called 0.12mm are normally 0.127 (0.005" i.d.), and those labeled 0.17 are in fact 0.178 (0.007" i.d.)
				

Mike Woodman: =ambient above
		

Mike Woodman: =ambient above
				

M.Woodman: NOTE:  this is not the dispersion volume for bandspreading calculations
		

M.Woodman: NOTE:  this is not the dispersion volume for bandspreading calculations
		

M.Woodman: This includes the needle seat to the flow cell DAD capillary. Includes flow cell volume.
		10		Agilent MS		Yes				Injector		G1367C		DAD cell vol

												No						G1329C		0.08

																		G1329C		0.5

						hx used														2

																				5

				Column Information																13

				typical flow ul/min		column i.d. mm 		Device Length mm		particle size micron

				0.164		0.050		20		1.0

				0.370		0.075		30		1.7

				0.657		0.100		50		1.8

				1.027		0.125		75		2.2

				5.917		0.300		100		2.5

				16.437		0.500		150		3.0

				65.746		1.000		200		3.5

				262.985		2.000		250		4.0

				289.941		2.100		300		5.0

				591.716		3.000		500		6.0

				1000.000		3.900				7

				1391.190		4.600				10

				6314.267		9.800
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		Methods converter for normal to high resolution or high speed separations																																						These lookup tables are used in the fields above.  Do not delete them !!!

										Original				New Stnd.				New FAST

		Help?

Michael Woodman: Recall that shutdowns at high pressure limits are often invoked immediately.  
Tubing in the system generates pressure, especially at higher flow or viscosity, not included in the pressure calculation for the column.  
I normally try to maintain at least 10-20% separation between max observed column psi and the max system limit.
		Max. system pressure (bar):						1000		list i11-i14		1000				1000																						PSI limit

				Allow what % of max pressure:						70				80				80																						250

		Help?

Michael Woodman: Input the maximum flow allowed, or the maximum flow recommended, at your discretion.  This will be used in calculations below where possible increases in speed or resolution can be calculated.
		Max. system flow (ml/min):						5.0				3.5				3.5																						400

		Help?

Michael Woodman: Enter the system dispersion value (ul of bandspreading observed when an very small injection volume is measured at the detector, without a column installed.

Suggested Values:  
Autosampler, column compartment, std UV flow cell = 50
microsampler, column compartment, micro UV flow cell = 15

The number of connectors (unions, bulkhead fittings, etc.) and the total length and volume of tubing directly affects this value.  Reduce the number of connections (i.e. connect column outlet directly to flow cell inlet tubing) and minimize the i.d. and length of all tubing from the autosampler needle to the detector.  Minimize flow cell volume when possible.		System Dispersion (ul):						40.0				50.0				50.0						tR		k'		N no TCC		disp. 22										600

		Help?

Michael Woodman: The suggested value of 1.2cP is typical for ACN/water at ambient column temp.   With a stable column temperature of 50C, the value is empirically observed to be about 0.7
		Max. Solvent Viscosity (cP):						1.00				0.50				0.50						0.446		0.00		3048		3015										1000										halo .25ml/min 

		Help?

Michael Woodman: The permeability value can be derived empirically by comparing the observed pressure under controlled conditions (i.e. pure water or MeOH mobile phase at modest temperatures) to that predicted by the calculator.  Be sure to factor out system pressure under the same conditions, which you can check by installing a union in place of the column (don't just check up to the column inlet -- outlet tubing is often more restrictive).		Column Permeability:						900				900				900						0.858		0.92		4590		4190																				k'		N

		Help?

Michael Woodman: The void fraction can be derived empirically by comparing the observed void volume under controlled conditions (i.e.  MeOH mobile phase, typical flow rate) vs. the calculated empty volume of the column.  
Inject any non-retained solute that is detectable and measure the retention volume.  It will be smaller than the empty column volume, usually by a fraction 0.6-0.85, where generally dense particles with small pores and low pore volume (and low surface area, typically) with have the smallest void fraction.
Example:  empty 4.6x150mm columns have ~2.5ml internal volume. Unretained solutes elute between ~1.5-2.1ml, depending on the packing material porosity.  The resulting fraction is ~0.6-0.85		Column void fraction:						0.9				0.6				0.6						1.333		1.99		5127		4855										col. i.d. mm 		col. L mm		part size micron						0		8315

				Column i.d. (mm):						4.600		list K8-K20		25.000				25.000						1.83		3.10		5231		5237.000																				0.77		14800

				Column length (mm):						250		list L8-L20		300				300										N with TCC		disp 31										0.050		15		1.0						1.63		18786

				Column particle size (um):						5.0		list M8-M20		5.0				5.0						0.45		0.01		1731		2538.0										0.050		20		1.5						2.91		20968

		Help?

M.Woodman: Input the observed or ideal capacity factor k' or the gradient capacity factor k*.  This will help us estimate column efficiency and allow us to calculate peak width.  Peak width is important for some detectors such as Ion Trap or Triple Quadrupoles whose duty cycles are slower than TOF, single quadrupole or conventional optical detectors.		Estimated k'						0.01				0.0				0.0						0.843		0.89		3523		3555.0										0.075		30		1.7						5.17		21279

				Column Flow Rate (ml/min):						0.3800				10.0000				3.5000						1.293		1.90		4459		4304										0.300		50		1.8						9.19		20854

				Run Time (min)						10.0				12.0				10.0						1.766		2.96		4794		4771										0.500		75		2.0						16.3		19941

				Linear Velocity (mm/sec):						0.424				0.566				0.198																						1.000		100		2.2

				Anticipated pressure (bar):						34		<<OKAY

User: "ERROR" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		18		<<OKAY

User: "ERROR" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		6		<<OKAY

User: "ERROR" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
																				2.000		150		2.5

				Anticipated column volume (ml):						3.737				88.3125				88.3125				Typ. R.T.		Peak		k'		with TCC		disp 12		w/o TCC		 disp 9						2.100		200		3.0

				Anticipated column efficiency:						21739				26087				26087				0.264		1		0.27		1008		1342		1283		1933.00						3.000		250		3.5

				Actual Efficiency with dispersion:						12620				25167				25167				0.4		2		0.73		1796		1983		2225		2736.00						3.900		300		4.0

		Help?

M.Woodman: While van Deemter and others have shown theoretical efficiency (reduced plate height, if you prefer) as a relationship between particle size and linear velocity, there are further difficulties due to dispersion within the HPLC plumbing.  Tubing, fittings, flow cells, diluent volumes and diluent composition all have dispersive effects.  This effect has a fixed volume, largely, and has a more dramatic effect on small columns than larger columns.  It also has a larger effect on low k' (or gradient k*) peaks because they are smaller in volume than highly retained peaks.

The calculation here uses the k* value calculated for the gradient to backcalculate a peak volume, then factors in the empirically determined dispersion value for the system.  The plate count method used is the 5 sigma value, which takes width at 4.4% of peak height and uses 25 as the constant in the formula N(5sigma)=25 x ((V/w)^2)										

User: "ERROR" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
				

User: "ERROR" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		Efficiency Yield % :						58%				96%				96%				0.46		3		1.23		2754		2640		3280		3513.00						4.600		300		5.0

				Calculated Peak Volume (ml):						0.168				2.811				2.811				0.6		4		1.89		4387				4454								7.500		500		1.9

				Calculated Peak Width (min): 						0.442				0.281				0.803				0.7		5		2.14		3799				4403								25.000		5		2.7

				Calculated Peak Width (seconds): 						26.528				16.867				48.192				0.815		6		2.92		4956		4448		5568		5470.00						add your missing value in 

		Help?

M.Woodman: The filter settings in ChemStation refer to the peak width at half height.  Calculations in this sheet operate on 5 sigma peak width, about 2-2.5 times larger..  The values here correspond to ChemStation filter settings (shown in brackets in ChemStation detector setups)
PW(half ht)      Filter                      5sigma width (approximate)
                                                                     minutes        seconds 
>0.1 min          (2 sec)                                 0.25                  15
>0.05 min       (1 sec)                                  0.125               7.5
>0.03 min       (0.5 sec)                               0.075               4.5
>0.01 min       (0.2 sec)                               0.025               1.5
>0.005 min    (0.1 sec)                               0.0125             0.75
>0.0025 min   (0.05 sec)                           0.0062             0.38


Apparent losses in resolution will occur if a large filter setting is used with a narrow peak width, i.e. 2 sec filter with 0.03min (hh) peak.
The settings suggested here are based on a compromise between best response time (albeit more noise) and best sensitivity (reduced signal resolution)																		

User: "ERROR" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.
		Detector setting (filter, seconds)						(2 sec)				(2 sec)				(2 sec)				1.156		7		4.56		6679		5691		7153		6700.00						the last two lines

		Help?

M.Woodman: Flow cell selection is based on two fundamental criteria,  cell volume (affects dispersion) and cell pathlength (affects detector response, possibly sensitivity) which are opposed in benefit. 
500nl  10mm  -- lowest dispersion, low energy, poor s/n
2ul         3mm -- low dispersion, good energy, low absolute response
5ul         6mm --med. dispersion, good energy, better absolute response
13ul     10mm  --highest dispersion, good energy, highest absolute response
		Recommended Flow Cell						13 uL				13 uL				13 uL				1.70		8		7.15		8044		7041		8267		7935.00

																						2.554		9		11.28		8908		8297		9009		9056.00

		New Condition Calculated to Maximize speed (with maximum flow/pressure, decreased time)

		Help?

M.Woodman: With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).		Possible increase in pressure:						20.41				43.63

		Help?

M.Woodman: A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.
		Possible increase in flow factor:						13.16				0.35																										Flow cell selection 

				New Flow rate:						5.00				3.50																										Cell		Peak Vol (mL)		Description/discussion

				New Run time:						0.76				34.29										0.3000																80 nL		0.001		absurdly small volume, not regular LC

				New Estimated Pressure (bar):						451				6																										0.5 uL		0.005		10mm  -- lowest dispersion, low energy, poor s/n

																																								2 uL		0.02		3mm -- low dispersion, good energy, low absolute response

																																								5 uL		0.05		6mm --med. dispersion, good energy, better absolute response

																																								13 uL		0.13		10mm  --highest dispersion, good energy, highest absolute response







																																								ChemStation Parameters								Calculator values, 5 sigma				 (Hz) DAD

																																								Peak width				filter				minutes		 seconds

																																								>0.1		min		(2 sec)				0.5		30		1.25

																																								0.1		min		(2 sec)				0.25		15		2.5

																																								0.05		min		(1 sec)				0.125		7.5		5

																																								0.03		min		(0.5 sec)				0.075		4.5		10

																																								0.01		min		(0.2 sec)				0.025		1.5		20

																																								0.005		min		(0.1 sec)				0.0125		0.75		40

																																								0.0025		min		(0.05 sec)				0.00625		0.375		80

																																								0.0001		min		(0.02 sec)				0.000250		0.015



N vs k' .25ml/min Halo 2.1x150

N	0	0.77	1.63	2.91	5.17	9.19	16.3	8315	14800	18786	20968	21279	20854	19941	k'



N 5 sigma









JohnDolan_Nov08

		data from table 1, from a 4.6x150mm 5um column														these calculations use 5sigma measurements

		k' calculation assumes 1.496ml for v0 and 1ml/min flow rate														from isocr. method converter …144.xls

		tR		w (4sig)		sd		N calc		k' calc. MW		N calc				N-5ul		N-10ul		N-17ul		N-25ul		N(th) 0 bs

Mike Woodman: Mike Woodman:
this is based on the common equation L/(dp*2.3) where 2.3 is the reduced plate height (having a useful range of 2.0-2.5)


		2.51		0.096		0.0241		10,880		0.68		10,880				11933		10959		9784		8659		13,043

		3.58		0.132		0.033		11,775		1.39		11,775				12248		11523		10612		9696		13,043

		4.05		0.148		0.037		11,980		1.71		11,980				12336		11684		10855		10011		13,043

		6.03		0.218		0.0545		12,252		3.03		12,252				12563		12108		11512		10883		13,043

		--		--		--		12,800

Mike Woodman: Mike Woodman:
this value was iteratively chosen for good fit with the empirical Dolan data. 		10.00		12,800				12864		12689		12449		12183		13,043

		data from table 1, from a 4.6x150mm 5um column														these calculations use 5sigma measurements

		k' calculation assumes 1.496ml for v0 and 2ml/min flow rate														from isocr. method converter …144.xls

		tR		w (4sig)		sd		N calc		k' calc. 		N Dolan		N-10ul		N-17ul		N-25ul		N(th) 0 bs

Mike Woodman: Mike Woodman:
this is based on the common equation L/(dp*2.3) where 2.3 is the reduced plate height (having a useful range of 2.0-2.5)
		N-5ul

		2.51		0.096		0.0241		10,880		2.36		10,880		11,933		11,239		10,516		13,043		12,470

		3.58		0.132		0.033		11,775		3.79		11,775		12,250		11,736		11,188		13,043		12,637

		4.05		0.148		0.037		11,980		4.41		11,980		12,337		11,876		11,380		13,043		12,683

		6.03		0.218		0.0545		12,252		7.06		12,252		12,563		12,242		11,890		13,043		12,800

		--		--		--		12,800

Mike Woodman: Mike Woodman:
this value was iteratively chosen for good fit with the empirical Dolan data. 												

Mike Woodman: Mike Woodman:
this is based on the common equation L/(dp*2.3) where 2.3 is the reduced plate height (having a useful range of 2.0-2.5)
		

Mike Woodman: Mike Woodman:
this value was iteratively chosen for good fit with the empirical Dolan data. 																

Mike Woodman: Mike Woodman:
this is based on the common equation L/(dp*2.3) where 2.3 is the reduced plate height (having a useful range of 2.0-2.5)
		10.00		12,450		12689		12449		12183		13,043		12864



N vs k' Dolan Data

N Dolan	2.355614973262032	3.7860962566844916	4.4144385026737964	7.0614973262032086	10	10880	11775	11980	12252	12450	N-10ul	2.355614973262032	3.7860962566844916	4.4144385026737964	7.0614973262032086	10	11933	12250	12337	12563	12689	N-17ul	2.355614973262032	3.7860962566844916	4.4144385026737964	7.0614973262032086	10	11239	11736	11876	12242	12449	N-25ul	2.355614973262032	3.7860962566844916	4.4144385026737964	7.0614973262032086	10	10516	11188	11380	11890	12183	k'



N









Sheet1

				Flow rate changes for both a change in column diameter

				and particle size can be calculated by:

				F2=F1×[(dc22×dp1)/(dc12×dp2)]

				where F1 and F2 are the �ow rates for the original and

				modi�ed conditions, respectively; dc1 and dc2 are the

				respective column diameters; and dp1 and dp2 are the

				particle sizes.
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Yield % of N vs Dispersion
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Meth.convert5grad

		Methods converter for normal to high resolution or high speed gradient separations

										Original				New

		Help?		Max. system pressure (bar):						400		list i11-i14		600				FYI -- calculation of plates not according to Knox!!!

		Help?		Allow  what % of max pressure:						70				90				Inputs in the green areas, otherwise calculated

		Help?		Max. system flow (ml/min):						0.5				0.5

		Help?		System Dispersion (ul):						15.0				10.0

		Help?		Max. Solvent Viscosity (cP):						0.75				0.75								col. i.d. mm		col. L mm		part size micron

		Help?		Column Permeability:						900				900

		Help?		Column void fraction:						0.7				0.7								0.050		15		1.0

				Column i.d. (mm):						2.100		list K8-K20		1.500				PSI limit				60.000		20		1.5

				Column length (mm):						150		list L8-L20		100				250				0.075		30		1.7

				Column particle size (um):						5.0		list M8-M20		1.8				400				0.300		50		1.8

				Use reduced plate  height of						2.5		use 2.0-2.5		2.5				600				0.500		50		2.0

				Column Flow Rate (ml/min):						0.3000				0.1531				1000				1.000		75		2.2

		Results :		Linear Velocity (mm/sec):						2.063				2.063		<<OKAY						1.500		100		2.5

		Help?		Estimated k* (gradient k' factor):						2.8		Help?		2.8								2.100		150		3.0

				Anticipated pressure (bar):						58		<<OKAY		301		<<OKAY						3.000		200		3.5

				Anticipated column volume (ml):						0.363				0.1236								3.900		250		4.0

				Anticipated column efficiency:						12000				22222								4.600		300		5.0

				Actual Efficiency with dispersion:						7792				8234								3.900		500		7.0

		Help?		Efficiency Yield % :						65%				37%								4.600		1000		10

				Calculated Peak Volume (ml):						0.077				0.026								add your missing value in

				Calculated Peak Width				(seconds)		15.447				10.018								the last two lines

				Gradient condition:										New Gradient condition:

						Time		%B		Flow		Gradient				%B		Flow		Gradient				(seconds)

				Initial:		0.00		5.0		0.30		Slope %		0.00		5.0		0.15		Slope %				(minutes)

				Gradient:		15.00		95.0		0.30		7.3		10.00		95.0		0.15		7.3

				Hold to:		19.00		100.0		0.30				12.67		100.0		0.15

				Return by:		19.10		50.0		0.30				12.73		50.0		0.15

				End of Run:		25.00		50.0		0.30				16.67		50.0		0.15

				below are proposed automatic calculations for method optimization

				these changes definitely affect peak width, probable efficiency yield, etc. which new values have not been added below

				perhaps I should re-organize this to four columns (excel columns, that is) for Orig, New, Faster, More Resolution???????

		New Gradient Calculated to Maximize speed (maintain slope with maximum flow, decreased time)

		Help?		Possible increase in pressure:						4.79				1.80

		Help?		Possible increase in flow:						1.67				1.80

		Gradient condition:				Time		%B		Flow		Gradient		Time		%B		Flow		Gradient

				Initial:		0.00		5.0		0.50		Slope %		0.00		5.0		0.27		Slope %

				Gradient:		9.00		95.0		0.50		7.3		5.57		95.0		0.27		7.3

				Hold to:		11.40		100.0		0.50				7.05		100.0		0.27

				Return by:		11.46		50.0		0.50				7.09		50.0		0.27

				End of Run:		15.00		50.0		0.50				9.28		50.0		0.27

		Help?		Estimated k* (gradient k' factor):						2.8				2.8

		New Gradient Calculated to Maximize Resolution (decrease slope with maximum flow, same time)

		Help?		Possible increase in pressure:						4.79				1.80

		Help?		Possible increase in flow:						1.67				1.80

		Gradient condition:				Time		%B		Flow		Gradient		Time		%B		Flow		Gradient

				Initial:		0.00		5.0		0.50		Slope %		0.00		5.0		0.27		Slope %

				Gradient:		15.00		95.0		0.50		4.4		10.00		95.0		0.27		4.0

				Hold to:		19.00		100.0		0.50				12.67		100.0		0.27

				Return by:		19.10		50.0		0.50				12.73		50.0		0.27

				End of Run:		25.00		50.0		0.50				16.67		50.0		0.27

		Help?		Estimated k* (gradient k' factor):						4.6				4.9



Recall that shutdowns at high pressure limits are often invoked immediately.   
Input the rated pressure limit of whatever component in the system has the lower operating limit.
Clue:  some systems have a pump operating limit of 400 bar (~6000psi) but an injector limit of only 250bar (~4000psi).  In that case the input value would be 250, not 400, bar.

The suggested value of 1.2cP is typical for ACN/water at ambient column temp.   With a stable column temperature of 50C, the value is empirically observed to be about 0.7

Enter the system dispersion value (5 sigma value of ul of bandspreading observed when an very small injection volume is measured at the detector without a column installed).  In this calculator, plate count estimates are based on a reduced plate height of 2.3, and values from 2-2.5 are common.  The 5 sigma calculation method is used to estimate losses due to extra column dispersion.

Suggested Values:  
Autosampler, column compartment, integral modular heat exchangers between injector and column, std UV flow cell = 50ul
microsampler, column compartment, integral "fittingless" heat exchangers from injector valve to column inlet, micro UV flow cell = 15ul

The number of connectors (unions, bulkhead fittings, etc.) and the total length and volume of tubing directly affects this value.  Reduce the number of connections (i.e. connect column outlet directly to flow cell inlet tubing) and minimize the i.d. and length of all tubing from the autosampler needle to the detector.  Minimize flow cell volume when possible.

The permeability value can be derived empirically by comparing the observed pressure under controlled conditions (i.e. pure water or MeOH mobile phase at modest temperatures) to that predicted by the calculator.  Be sure to factor out system pressure under the same conditions, which you can check by installing a union in place of the column (don't just check up to the column inlet -- outlet tubing is often more restrictive).

The void fraction can be derived empirically by comparing the observed void volume under controlled conditions (i.e.  MeOH mobile phase, typical flow rate) vs. the calculated empty volume of the column.  
Inject any non-retained solute that is detectable and measure the retention volume.  It will be smaller than the empty column volume, usually by a fraction 0.6-0.85, where generally dense particles with small pores and low pore volume (and low surface area, typically) with have the smallest void fraction.
Example:  empty 4.6x150mm columns have ~2.5ml internal volume. Unretained solutes elute between ~1.5-2.1ml, depending on the packing material porosity.  The resulting fraction is ~0.6-0.85

Knowing the capacity factor k' or the gradient capacity factor k* will help us estimate column efficiency and allow us to calculate peak width.  Peak width is important for some detectors such as Ion Trap or Triple Quadrupoles whose duty cycles are slower than TOF, single quadrupole or conventional optical detectors.

With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).

While van Deemter and others have shown theoretical efficiency (reduced plate height, if you prefer) as a relationship between particle size and linear velocity, there are further difficulties due to dispersion within the HPLC plumbing.  Tubing, fittings, flow cells, diluent volumes and diluent composition all have dispersive effects.  This effect has a fixed volume, largely, and has a more dramatic effect on small columns than larger columns.  It also has a larger effect on low k' (or gradient k*) peaks because they are smaller in volume than highly retained peaks.

The calculation here uses the k* value calculated for the gradient to backcalculate a peak volume, then factors in the empirically determined dispersion value for the system.  The plate count method used is the 5 sigma value, which takes width at 4.4% of peak height and uses 25 as the constant in the formula N(5sigma)=25 x ((V/w)^2)

With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).

Knowing the capacity factor k' or the gradient capacity factor k* will help us estimate column efficiency and allow us to calculate peak width.  Peak width is important for some detectors such as Ion Trap or Triple Quadrupoles whose duty cycles are slower than TOF, single quadrupole or conventional optical detectors.

Knowing the capacity factor k' or the gradient capacity factor k* will help us estimate column efficiency and allow us to calculate peak width.  Peak width is important for some detectors such as Ion Trap or Triple Quadrupoles whose duty cycles are slower than TOF, single quadrupole or conventional optical detectors.

"ERROR" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.

"ERROR" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.

Input the maximum flow allowed, or the maximum flow recommended, at your discretion.  This will be used in calculations below where possible increases in speed or resolution can be calculated.

A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.

A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.

Tubing in the system generates pressure, especially at higher flow or viscosity, not included in the pressure calculation for the column.
To ensure robust operations, it is a conservative approach to limit the system from operating at the maximum specified pressure.  
I normally try to maintain at least 10-20% separation between max observed column psi and the maximum system limit.

"FlowProb" if parameters show that you do not match linear velocity on scaling to this column.  Can be due to pressure limit or flow limit.  See estimate pressure or max. system flow to determine what the  problem might be.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no deviation in linear velocity upon scaling from original to new condition.

You must input appropriate values to the gradient table for this value to be even remotely useful.  The accuracy of this calculation has not been fully evaluated.



Meth.convert5isocr

		Methods converter for normal to high resolution or high speed isocratic separations

										Original				New

		Help?		Max. system pressure (bar):						400		list i11-i14		400				Rob -- FYI -- calculation of plates not according to Knox!!!

				Allow what % of max pressure:						70				70				Inputs in the green areas, otherwise calculated

		Help?		Max. system flow (ml/min):						5.0				5.0

		Help?		System Dispersion (ul):						11.0				11.0								col. i.d. mm		col. L mm		part size micron

		Help?		Max. Solvent Viscosity (cP):						0.37				0.37

		Help?		Column Permeability:						900				900								0.050		15		1.0

		Help?		Column void fraction:						0.7				0.7								60.000		20		1.5

				Column i.d. (mm):						2.100		list K8-K20		2.100								0.075		30		1.7

				Column length (mm):						50		list L8-L20		50				PSI limit				0.300		50		1.8

				Column particle size (um):						1.8		list M8-M20		1.8				250				0.500		50		2.0

		Rob....		Use reduced plate  height of						2.5		use 2.0-2.5		2.5				400				1.000		75		2.2

		Help?		Estimated k' ( or gradient k* factor):						6.0				6.0				600				1.500		100		2.5

				Column Flow Rate (ml/min):						0.5000				0.5000				1000				2.100		150		3.0

		Results and Calculated values:		Linear Velocity (mm/sec):						3.439				3.439		<<OKAY						3.000		200		3.5

				Anticipated pressure (bar):						124		<<OKAY		124		<<OKAY						3.900		250		4.0

				Anticipated column volume (ml):						0.121				0.1212								4.600		300		5.0

				Anticipated column efficiency:						11111				11111								3.900		500		7.0

				Actual Efficiency with dispersion:						6852				6852								4.600		1000		10

		Help?		Efficiency Yield % :						62%				62%								add your missing value in

				Calculated Peak Volume (ml):						0.051				0.051								the last two lines

				Calculated Peak Width				(minutes)		0.102				0.102

				Isocratic condition:										New Isocratic condition:										(seconds)

						Time		%B		Flow						%B		Flow						(minutes)

				Initial:		0.00		9.0		0.50				0.00		9.0		0.50

				below are proposed automatic calculations for method optimization

				these changes definitely affect peak width, probable efficiency yield, etc. which new values have not been added below

				perhaps I should re-organize this to four columns (excel columns, that is) for Orig, New, Faster, More Resolution???????

		New Condition Calculated to Maximize speed (with maximum flow/pressure, decreased time)

		Help?		Possible increase in pressure:						2.26				2.26

		Help?		Possible increase in flow:						2.26				2.26

						Time		%B		Flow				Time		%B		Flow

				Initial:		0.00		9.0		1.13				0.00		9.0		1.13



Recall that shutdowns at high pressure limits are often invoked immediately.  
Tubing in the system generates pressure, especially at higher flow or viscosity, not included in the pressure calculation for the column.  
I normally try to maintain at least 10-20% separation between max observed column psi and the max system limit.

The suggested value of 1.2cP is typical for ACN/water at ambient column temp.   With a stable column temperature of 50C, the value is empirically observed to be about 0.7

Enter the system dispersion value (5 sigma value of ul of bandspreading observed when an very small injection volume is measured at the detector, without a column installed).

Suggested Values:  
Autosampler, column compartment, std UV flow cell = 50
microsampler, column compartment, micro UV flow cell = 15

The number of connectors (unions, bulkhead fittings, etc.) and the total length and volume of tubing directly affects this value.  Reduce the number of connections (i.e. connect column outlet directly to flow cell inlet tubing) and minimize the i.d. and length of all tubing from the autosampler needle to the detector.  Minimize flow cell volume when possible.

The permeability value can be derived empirically by comparing the observed pressure under controlled conditions (i.e. pure water or MeOH mobile phase at modest temperatures) to that predicted by the calculator.  Be sure to factor out system pressure under the same conditions, which you can check by installing a union in place of the column (don't just check up to the column inlet -- outlet tubing is often more restrictive).

The void fraction can be derived empirically by comparing the observed void volume under controlled conditions (i.e.  MeOH mobile phase, typical flow rate) vs. the calculated empty volume of the column.  
Inject any non-retained solute that is detectable and measure the retention volume.  It will be smaller than the empty column volume, usually by a fraction 0.6-0.85, where generally dense particles with small pores and low pore volume (and low surface area, typically) with have the smallest void fraction.
Example:  empty 4.6x150mm columns have ~2.5ml internal volume. Unretained solutes elute between ~1.5-2.1ml, depending on the packing material porosity.  The resulting fraction is ~0.6-0.85

Input the observed or ideal capacity factor k' or the gradient capacity factor k*.  This will help us estimate column efficiency and allow us to calculate peak width.  Peak width is important for some detectors such as Ion Trap or Triple Quadrupoles whose duty cycles are slower than TOF, single quadrupole or conventional optical detectors.

With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).

While van Deemter and others have shown theoretical efficiency (reduced plate height, if you prefer) as a relationship between particle size and linear velocity, there are further difficulties due to dispersion within the HPLC plumbing.  Tubing, fittings, flow cells, diluent volumes and diluent composition all have dispersive effects.  This effect has a fixed volume, largely, and has a more dramatic effect on small columns than larger columns.  It also has a larger effect on low k' (or gradient k*) peaks because they are smaller in volume than highly retained peaks.

The calculation here uses the k* value calculated for the gradient to backcalculate a peak volume, then factors in the empirically determined dispersion value for the system.  The plate count method used is the 5 sigma value, which takes width at 4.4% of peak height and uses 25 as the constant in the formula N(5sigma)=25 x ((V/w)^2)

"ERROR" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.

"ERROR" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.

Input the maximum flow allowed, or the maximum flow recommended, at your discretion.  This will be used in calculations below where possible increases in speed or resolution can be calculated.

A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.

"ERROR" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.

M.Woodman:
warning this calculation is different for a few revisions.  ...131_rob22draft1, or ...131_rob22draft2 are affect by this change in peak volume estimation.  It is changed here for spreadsheet column E vs column G.  If you agree with the math of column E, in E22, please copy the cell to G22.  If you disagree with this math, just copy G22 to E22 and change the color back to "gray/blue".  Personally, I think the square root of the sum of squares of peak volume (theoretical) and system dispersion volume (actual), as shown in spreadsheet column E,  gives artificially high yield estimates vs. our empirical observations.  Thanks.



MethConvNano5grad

		Methods converter for normal to high resolution or high speed gradient separations

		Capillary/Nano version 1								Original				New

		Help?		Max. system pressure (bar):						600		list i11-i14		400				FYI -- calculation of plates not according to Knox!!!

		Help?		Allow  what % of max pressure:						90				90				Inputs in the green areas, otherwise calculated

		Help?		Max. system flow (ul/min):						5000.0				20.0

		Help?		System Dispersion (ul):						10.0				0.5

		Help?		Max. Solvent Viscosity (cP):						0.90				0.90								col. i.d. mm		col. L mm		part size micron

		Help?		Column Permeability:						900				900

		Help?		Column void fraction:						0.7				0.7								0.050		15		1.0

				Column i.d. (mm):						2.100		list K8-K20		0.300				PSI limit				60.000		20		1.5

				Column length (mm):						100		list L8-L20		100				250				0.075		30		1.7

				Column particle size (um):						3.5		list M8-M20		3.5				400				0.300		50		1.8

				Use reduced plate  height of						2.5		use 2.0-2.5		2.5				600				0.500		50		2.0

				Column Flow Rate (ul/min):						350.000				7.143				1000				1.000		75		2.2

				Linear Velocity (mm/sec):						2.407				2.407		<<OKAY						1.500		100		2.5

		Help?		Estimated k* (gradient k' factor):						5.8		Help?		5.8								2.100		150		3.0

				Anticipated pressure (bar):						111		<<OKAY		111		<<OKAY						3.000		200		3.5

				Anticipated column volume (ul):						242.330				4.946								3.900		250		4.0

				Anticipated column efficiency:						11429				11429								4.600		300		5.0

				Actual Efficiency with dispersion:						8947				6569								3.900		500		7.0

		Help?		Efficiency Yield % :						78%				57%								4.600		1000		10

				Calculated Peak Volume (ul):						86.81				2.07								add your missing value in

				Calculated Peak Width				(seconds)		14.9				17.4								the last two lines

				Gradient condition:										New Gradient condition:

						Time		%B		Flow		Gradient				%B		Flow		Gradient				(seconds)

				Initial:		0.00		0.0		350.00		Slope %		0.00		0.0		7.14		Slope %				(minutes)

				Gradient:		20.00		100.0		350.00		3.5		20.00		100.0		7.14		3.5

				Hold to:		24.80		100.0		350.00				24.80		100.0		7.14

				Return by:		25.00		0.0		350.00				25.00		0.0		7.14

				End of Run:		28.00		0.0		350.00				28.00		0.0		7.14

				below are proposed automatic calculations for method optimization

				these changes definitely affect peak width, probable efficiency yield, etc. which new values have not been added below

				perhaps I should re-organize this to four columns (excel columns, that is) for Orig, New, Faster, More Resolution???????

		New Gradient Calculated to Maximize speed (maintain slope with maximum flow, decreased time)

		Help?		Possible increase in pressure:						4.85				3.23

		Help?		Possible increase in flow:						4.85				2.80

		Gradient condition:				Time		%B		Flow		Gradient		Time		%B		Flow		Gradient

				Initial:		0.00		0.0		1697.22		Slope %		0.00		0.0		20.00		Slope %

				Gradient:		4.12		100.0		1697.22		3.5		7.14		100.0		20.00		3.5

				Hold to:		5.11		100.0		1697.22				8.86		100.0		20.00

				Return by:		5.16		0.0		1697.22				8.93		0.0		20.00

				End of Run:		5.77		0.0		1697.22				10.00		0.0		20.00

		Help?		Estimated k* (gradient k' factor):						5.8				5.8

		New Gradient Calculated to Maximize Resolution (decrease slope with maximum flow, same time)

		Help?		Possible increase in pressure:						4.85				3.23

		Help?		Possible increase in flow:						4.85				2.80

		Gradient condition:				Time		%B		Flow		Gradient		Time		%B		Flow		Gradient

				Initial:		0.00		0.0		1697.22		Slope %		0.00		0.0		20.00		Slope %

				Gradient:		20.00		100.0		1697.22		0.7		20.00		100.0		20.00		1.2

				Hold to:		24.80		100.0		1697.22				24.80		100.0		20.00

				Return by:		25.00		0.0		1697.22				25.00		0.0		20.00

				End of Run:		28.00		0.0		1697.22				28.00		0.0		20.00

		Help?		Estimated k* (gradient k' factor):						28.0				16.2



Recall that shutdowns at high pressure limits are often invoked immediately.   
Input the rated pressure limit of whatever component in the system has the lower operating limit.
Clue:  some systems have a pump operating limit of 400 bar (~6000psi) but an injector limit of only 250bar (~4000psi).  In that case the input value would be 250, not 400, bar.

Tubing in the system generates pressure, especially at higher flow or viscosity, not included in the pressure calculation for the column.
To ensure robust operations, it is a conservative approach to limit the system from operating at the maximum specified pressure.  
I normally try to maintain at least 10-20% separation between max observed column psi and the maximum system limit.

Input the maximum flow allowed, or the maximum flow recommended, at your discretion.  This will be used in calculations below where possible increases in speed or resolution can be calculated.

Enter the system dispersion value (5 sigma value of ul of bandspreading observed when an very small injection volume is measured at the detector without a column installed).  In this calculator, plate count estimates are based on a manually input reduced plate height, and values from 2-2.5 are common.  The 5 sigma calculation method is used to estimate losses due to extra column dispersion.

Suggested Values:  
Autosampler, column compartment, integral modular heat exchangers between injector and column, std UV flow cell = 50ul
microsampler, column compartment, integral "fittingless" heat exchangers from injector valve to column inlet, micro UV flow cell = 15ul

The number of connectors (unions, bulkhead fittings, etc.) and the total length and volume of tubing directly affects this value.  Reduce the number of connections (i.e. connect column outlet directly to flow cell inlet tubing) and minimize the i.d. and length of all tubing from the autosampler needle to the detector.  Minimize flow cell volume when possible.

The suggested value of 1.2cP is typical for ACN/water at ambient column temp.   With a stable column temperature of 50C, the value is empirically observed to be about 0.7
Also look to the viscosity tables worksheet (values calculated from Chromasolutions executable file found at www.chromasolutions.com).

The permeability value can be derived empirically by comparing the observed pressure under controlled conditions (i.e. pure water or MeOH mobile phase at modest temperatures) to that predicted by the calculator.  Be sure to factor out system pressure under the same conditions, which you can check by installing a union in place of the column (don't just check up to the column inlet -- outlet tubing is often more restrictive).

The void fraction can be derived empirically by comparing the observed void volume under controlled conditions (i.e.  MeOH mobile phase, typical flow rate) vs. the calculated empty volume of the column.  
Inject any non-retained solute that is detectable and measure the retention volume.  It will be smaller than the empty column volume, usually by a fraction 0.6-0.85, where generally dense particles with small pores and low pore volume (and low surface area, typically) with have the smallest void fraction.
Example:  empty 4.6x150mm columns have ~2.5ml internal volume. Unretained solutes elute between ~1.5-2.1ml, depending on the packing material porosity.  The resulting fraction is ~0.6-0.85

"FlowProb" if parameters show that you do not match linear velocity on scaling to this column.  Can be due to pressure limit or flow limit.  See estimate pressure or max. system flow to determine what the  problem might be.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no deviation in linear velocity upon scaling from original to new condition.

Knowing the capacity factor k' or the gradient capacity factor k* will help us estimate column efficiency and allow us to calculate peak width.  Peak width is important for some detectors such as Ion Trap or Triple Quadrupoles whose duty cycles are slower than TOF, single quadrupole or conventional optical detectors.

You must input appropriate values to the gradient table for this value to be even remotely useful.  The accuracy of this calculation has not been fully evaluated.

"ERROR" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.

"ERROR" if parameters predict overpressure.
"OKAY" if parameters predict no overpressure.

While van Deemter and others have shown theoretical efficiency (reduced plate height, if you prefer) as a relationship between particle size and linear velocity, there are further difficulties due to dispersion within the HPLC plumbing.  Tubing, fittings, flow cells, diluent volumes and diluent composition all have dispersive effects.  This effect has a fixed volume, largely, and has a more dramatic effect on small columns than larger columns.  It also has a larger effect on low k' (or gradient k*) peaks because they are smaller in volume than highly retained peaks.

The calculation here uses the k* value calculated for the gradient to backcalculate a peak volume, then factors in the empirically determined dispersion value for the system.  The plate count method used is the 5 sigma value, which takes width at 4.4% of peak height and uses 25 as the constant in the formula N(5sigma)=25 x ((V/w)^2)

With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).

A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.

Knowing the capacity factor k' or the gradient capacity factor k* will help us estimate column efficiency and allow us to calculate peak width.  Peak width is important for some detectors such as Ion Trap or Triple Quadrupoles whose duty cycles are slower than TOF, single quadrupole or conventional optical detectors.

With the estimated operating pressure we can estimate a possible increase (or decrease if pressure has already been exceeded) in flow rate by dividing the Max.SystemPressure by the estimated pressure, and leaving a 10% pressure reserve (i.e. 400 bar system used only to 360 bar in case of unexpected pressure disturbances or changes).
Example : (400 bar / 150 bar (estimate))x0.9= ~2.4 possible flow increase.
The increase in flow can be used along with a decrease in gradient time, to reduce analysis time without affecting resolution significantly.  
The increase in flow with no decrease in gradient time will effectively increase resolution by lowering the gradient slope (%change/column volume).

A possible increase in pressure is first calculated.  If maximum flow will be exceeded, the system will use the maximum flow value and will adjust gradient times appropriately.

Knowing the capacity factor k' or the gradient capacity factor k* will help us estimate column efficiency and allow us to calculate peak width.  Peak width is important for some detectors such as Ion Trap or Triple Quadrupoles whose duty cycles are slower than TOF, single quadrupole or conventional optical detectors.



ViscosityTables

		Viscosity tables

		These are taken manually from the calculations offered in lcsyscal.exe

		The author is said to be S.M.Hitchen, copyright 1998-2004.  Commercial use prohibited.

		Methanol Water viscosity table

				% MeOH

		Temp (C)		0		5		10		15		20		25		30		35		40		45		50		55		60		65		70		75		80		85		90		95		100

		20		0.99		1.15		1.31		1.43		1.55		1.64		1.73		1.76		1.79		1.79		1.79		1.75		1.70		1.60		1.51		1.37		1.24		1.08		0.93		0.77		0.62

		25		0.89		1.03		1.18		1.29		1.40		1.48		1.56		1.59		1.62		1.62		1.62		1.58		1.54		1.45		1.36		1.24		1.12		0.98		0.84		0.70		0.56

		30		0.81		0.94		1.07		1.17		1.27		1.34		1.41		1.44		1.47		1.47		1.47		1.43		1.39		1.31		1.23		1.12		1.01		0.89		0.76		0.63		0.51

		35		0.73		0.85		0.97		1.06		1.15		1.21		1.28		1.30		1.33		1.33		1.33		1.30		1.26		1.19		1.12		1.02		0.92		0.80		0.69		0.57		0.46

		40		0.66		0.77		0.88		0.96		1.04		1.10		1.16		1.18		1.21		1.21		1.21		1.18		1.15		1.08		1.01		0.92		0.83		0.73		0.63		0.52		0.42

		45		0.60		0.70		0.80		0.87		0.95		1.00		1.06		1.08		1.10		1.10		1.10		1.07		1.04		0.98		0.92		0.84		0.76		0.66		0.57		0.47		0.38

		50		0.55		0.64		0.73		0.80		0.86		0.91		0.96		0.98		1.00		1.00		1.00		0.97		0.95		0.89		0.84		0.76		0.69		0.60		0.52		0.43		0.35

		55		0.50		0.58		0.66		0.73		0.79		0.83		0.88		0.89		0.91		0.91		0.91		0.89		0.87		0.82		0.77		0.70		0.63		0.55		0.47		0.39		0.32

		60		0.46		0.53		0.61		0.66		0.72		0.76		0.80		0.82		0.83		0.83		0.83		0.81		0.79		0.74		0.70		0.64		0.58		0.50		0.43		0.36		0.29

		Acetonitrile Water viscosity table

				% ACN

		Temp (C)		0		5		10		15		20		25		30		35		40		45		50		55		60		65		70		75		80		85		90		95		100

		20		0.99		1.05		1.12		1.10		1.08		1.08		1.08		1.03		0.99		0.95		0.91		0.85		0.80		0.72		0.65		0.61		0.58		0.54		0.51		0.45		0.39

		25		0.89		0.95		1.01		1.00		0.98		0.98		0.98		0.94		0.89		0.85		0.82		0.77		0.72		0.65		0.59		0.55		0.52		0.49		0.46		0.41		0.35

		30		0.81		0.86		0.91		0.90		0.89		0.89		0.89		0.85		0.81		0.77		0.74		0.70		0.65		0.59		0.53		0.50		0.47		0.44		0.42		0.37		0.32

		35		0.73		0.78		0.83		0.82		0.80		0.80		0.80		0.77		0.73		0.70		0.67		0.63		0.59		0.54		0.48		0.46		0.43		0.40		0.38		0.33		0.29

		40		0.66		0.71		0.75		0.74		0.73		0.73		0.73		0.70		0.66		0.64		0.61		0.57		0.54		0.49		0.44		0.41		0.39		0.36		0.34		0.30		0.26

		45		0.60		0.64		0.68		0.67		0.66		0.66		0.66		0.63		0.60		0.58		0.56		0.52		0.49		0.44		0.40		0.38		0.35		0.33		0.31		0.27		0.24

		50		0.55		0.59		0.62		0.61		0.60		0.60		0.60		0.58		0.55		0.53		0.51		0.47		0.44		0.40		0.36		0.34		0.32		0.30		0.28		0.25		0.22

		55		0.50		0.53		0.57		0.56		0.55		0.55		0.55		0.53		0.50		0.48		0.46		0.43		0.41		0.37		0.33		0.31		0.29		0.28		0.26		0.23		0.20

		60		0.46		0.49		0.52		0.51		0.50		0.50		0.50		0.48		0.46		0.44		0.42		0.40		0.37		0.34		0.30		0.29		0.27		0.25		0.24		0.21		0.18

		Tetrahydrofuran Water viscosity table

				% THF

		Temp (C)		0		5		10		15		20		25		30		35		40		45		50		55		60		65		70		75		80		85		90		95		100

		20		0.99		1.08		1.17		1.26		1.35		1.42		1.48		1.51		1.53		1.56		1.58		1.46		1.34		1.25		1.15		1.05		0.94		0.89		0.83		0.67		0.51

		25		0.89		0.97		1.06		1.14		1.22		1.28		1.34		1.36		1.38		1.40		1.43		1.32		1.21		1.13		1.04		0.94		0.85		0.80		0.75		0.61		0.46

		30		0.81		0.88		0.96		1.03		1.10		1.16		1.21		1.23		1.25		1.27		1.29		1.19		1.10		1.02		0.94		0.86		0.77		0.72		0.68		0.55		0.42

		35		0.73		0.80		0.87		0.94		1.00		1.05		1.10		1.12		1.13		1.15		1.17		1.08		0.99		0.92		0.85		0.78		0.70		0.66		0.62		0.50		0.38

		40		0.66		0.73		0.79		0.85		0.91		0.95		1.00		1.01		1.03		1.05		1.07		0.98		0.90		0.84		0.77		0.70		0.63		0.60		0.56		0.45		0.34

		45		0.60		0.66		0.72		0.77		0.83		0.87		0.90		0.92		0.93		0.95		0.97		0.89		0.82		0.76		0.70		0.64		0.58		0.54		0.51		0.41		0.31

		50		0.55		0.60		0.65		0.70		0.75		0.79		0.83		0.84		0.85		0.87		0.88		0.81		0.75		0.69		0.64		0.58		0.52		0.49		0.46		0.37		0.24

		55		0.50		0.55		0.60		0.64		0.69		0.72		0.75		0.77		0.78		0.79		0.80		0.74		0.68		0.63		0.59		0.53		0.48		0.45		0.42		0.34		0.26

		60		0.46		0.50		0.54		0.59		0.63		0.66		0.69		0.70		0.71		0.72		0.73		0.68		0.62		0.58		0.53		0.49		0.44		0.41		0.39		0.31		0.24
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		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5

		10		10		10		10		10		10		10		10		10

		15		15		15		15		15		15		15		15		15

		20		20		20		20		20		20		20		20		20

		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25

		30		30		30		30		30		30		30		30		30

		35		35		35		35		35		35		35		35		35

		40		40		40		40		40		40		40		40		40

		45		45		45		45		45		45		45		45		45

		50		50		50		50		50		50		50		50		50

		55		55		55		55		55		55		55		55		55

		60		60		60		60		60		60		60		60		60

		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65

		70		70		70		70		70		70		70		70		70

		75		75		75		75		75		75		75		75		75

		80		80		80		80		80		80		80		80		80

		85		85		85		85		85		85		85		85		85

		90		90		90		90		90		90		90		90		90

		95		95		95		95		95		95		95		95		95

		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100



%Methanol

Temperature (C)

Methanol/water

0.99

0.89

0.81

0.73

0.66

0.6

0.55

0.5

0.46

1.15

1.03

0.94

0.85

0.77

0.7

0.64

0.58

0.53

1.31

1.18

1.07

0.97

0.88

0.8

0.73

0.66

0.61

1.43

1.29

1.17

1.06

0.96

0.87

0.8

0.73

0.66

1.55

1.4

1.27

1.15

1.04

0.95

0.86

0.79

0.72

1.64

1.48

1.34

1.21

1.1

1

0.91

0.83

0.76

1.73

1.56

1.41

1.28

1.16

1.06

0.96

0.88

0.8

1.76

1.59

1.44

1.3

1.18

1.08

0.98

0.89

0.82

1.79

1.62

1.47

1.33

1.21

1.1

1

0.91

0.83

1.79

1.62

1.47

1.33

1.21

1.1

1

0.91

0.83

1.79

1.62

1.47

1.33

1.21

1.1

1

0.91

0.83

1.75

1.58

1.43

1.3

1.18

1.07

0.97

0.89

0.81

1.7

1.54

1.39

1.26

1.15

1.04

0.95

0.87

0.79

1.6

1.45

1.31

1.19

1.08

0.98

0.89

0.82

0.74

1.51

1.36

1.23

1.12

1.01

0.92

0.84

0.77

0.7

1.37

1.24

1.12

1.02

0.92

0.84

0.76

0.7

0.64

1.24

1.12

1.01

0.92

0.83

0.76

0.69

0.63

0.58

1.08

0.98

0.89

0.8

0.73

0.66

0.6

0.55

0.5

0.93

0.84

0.76

0.69

0.63

0.57

0.52

0.47

0.43

0.77

0.7

0.63

0.57

0.52

0.47

0.43

0.39

0.36

0.62

0.56

0.51

0.46

0.42

0.38

0.35

0.32

0.29



N Yield vs volume 2

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5

		10		10		10		10		10		10		10		10		10

		15		15		15		15		15		15		15		15		15

		20		20		20		20		20		20		20		20		20

		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25

		30		30		30		30		30		30		30		30		30

		35		35		35		35		35		35		35		35		35

		40		40		40		40		40		40		40		40		40

		45		45		45		45		45		45		45		45		45

		50		50		50		50		50		50		50		50		50

		55		55		55		55		55		55		55		55		55

		60		60		60		60		60		60		60		60		60

		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65

		70		70		70		70		70		70		70		70		70

		75		75		75		75		75		75		75		75		75

		80		80		80		80		80		80		80		80		80

		85		85		85		85		85		85		85		85		85

		90		90		90		90		90		90		90		90		90

		95		95		95		95		95		95		95		95		95

		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100



%ACN

Temperature (C)

ACN/water

0.99

0.89

0.81

0.73

0.66

0.6

0.55

0.5

0.46

1.05

0.95

0.86

0.78

0.71

0.64

0.59

0.53

0.49

1.12

1.01

0.91

0.83

0.75

0.68

0.62

0.57

0.52

1.1

1

0.9

0.82

0.74

0.67

0.61

0.56

0.51

1.08

0.98

0.89

0.8

0.73

0.66

0.6

0.55

0.5

1.08

0.98

0.89

0.8

0.73

0.66

0.6

0.55

0.5

1.08

0.98

0.89

0.8

0.73

0.66

0.6

0.55

0.5

1.03

0.94

0.85

0.77

0.7

0.63

0.58

0.53

0.48

0.99

0.89

0.81

0.73

0.66

0.6

0.55

0.5

0.46

0.95

0.85

0.77

0.7

0.64

0.58

0.53

0.48

0.44

0.91

0.82

0.74

0.67

0.61

0.56

0.51

0.46

0.42

0.85

0.77

0.7

0.63

0.57

0.52

0.47

0.43

0.4

0.8

0.72

0.65

0.59

0.54

0.49

0.44

0.41

0.37

0.72

0.65

0.59

0.54

0.49

0.44

0.4

0.37

0.34

0.65

0.59

0.53

0.48

0.44

0.4

0.36

0.33

0.3

0.61

0.55

0.5

0.46

0.41

0.38

0.34

0.31

0.29

0.58

0.52

0.47

0.43

0.39

0.35

0.32

0.29

0.27

0.54

0.49

0.44

0.4

0.36

0.33

0.3

0.28

0.25

0.51

0.46

0.42

0.38

0.34

0.31

0.28

0.26

0.24

0.45

0.41

0.37

0.33

0.3

0.27

0.25

0.23

0.21

0.39

0.35

0.32

0.29

0.26

0.24

0.22

0.2

0.18



N Yield vs volume

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5

		10		10		10		10		10		10		10		10		10

		15		15		15		15		15		15		15		15		15

		20		20		20		20		20		20		20		20		20

		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25		25

		30		30		30		30		30		30		30		30		30

		35		35		35		35		35		35		35		35		35

		40		40		40		40		40		40		40		40		40

		45		45		45		45		45		45		45		45		45

		50		50		50		50		50		50		50		50		50

		55		55		55		55		55		55		55		55		55

		60		60		60		60		60		60		60		60		60

		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65

		70		70		70		70		70		70		70		70		70

		75		75		75		75		75		75		75		75		75

		80		80		80		80		80		80		80		80		80

		85		85		85		85		85		85		85		85		85

		90		90		90		90		90		90		90		90		90

		95		95		95		95		95		95		95		95		95

		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100



% THF

Temperature (C)

THF/water

0.99

0.89

0.81

0.73

0.66

0.6

0.55

0.5

0.46

1.08

0.97

0.88

0.8

0.73

0.66

0.6

0.55

0.5

1.17

1.06

0.96

0.87

0.79

0.72

0.65

0.6

0.54

1.26

1.14

1.03

0.94

0.85

0.77

0.7

0.64

0.59

1.35

1.22

1.1

1

0.91

0.83

0.75

0.69

0.63

1.42

1.28

1.16

1.05

0.95

0.87

0.79

0.72

0.66

1.48

1.34

1.21

1.1

1

0.9

0.83

0.75

0.69

1.51

1.36

1.23

1.12

1.01

0.92

0.84

0.77

0.7

1.53

1.38

1.25

1.13

1.03

0.93

0.85

0.78

0.71

1.56

1.4

1.27

1.15

1.05

0.95

0.87

0.79

0.72

1.58

1.43

1.29

1.17

1.07

0.97

0.88

0.8

0.73

1.46

1.32

1.19

1.08

0.98

0.89

0.81

0.74

0.68

1.34

1.21

1.1

0.99

0.9

0.82

0.75

0.68

0.62

1.25

1.13

1.02

0.92

0.84

0.76

0.69

0.63

0.58

1.15

1.04

0.94

0.85

0.77

0.7

0.64

0.59

0.53

1.05

0.94

0.86

0.78

0.7

0.64

0.58

0.53

0.49

0.94

0.85

0.77

0.7

0.63

0.58

0.52

0.48

0.44

0.89

0.8

0.72

0.66

0.6

0.54

0.49

0.45

0.41

0.83

0.75

0.68

0.62

0.56

0.51

0.46

0.42

0.39

0.67

0.61

0.55

0.5

0.45

0.41

0.37

0.34

0.31

0.51

0.46

0.42

0.38

0.34

0.31

0.24

0.26

0.24



		column volume vs efficiency yield for 5um columns at 36ul (tangent) system dispersion

		System Dispersion (ul):		36.0		36.0		36.0		36.0		36.0		36.0		36.0		36.0		36.0

		Column void fraction:		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7

		Column i.d. (mm):		2.100		2.100		2.100		3.000		3.000		3.000		4.600		4.600		4.600

		Column length (mm):		50		100		150		50		100		150		50		100		150

		Column particle size (um):		1.8		1.8		1.8		1.8		1.8		1.8		1.8		1.8		1.8

		Use reduced plate  height of		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5

		Estimated k' ( or gradient k* factor):		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0

		Anticipated column volume (ml):		0.121		0.242		0.363		0.247		0.495		0.742		0.581		1.163		1.744

		Anticipated column efficiency:		11111		22222		33333		11111		22222		33333		11111		22222		33333

		Actual Efficiency with dispersion:		2189		6249		11225		4266		10806		18171		6987		15835		25172

		Efficiency Yield  36ul disp, 5um, % :		20%		28%		34%		38%		49%		55%		63%		71%		76%

		Calculated Peak Volume (ml):		0.065		0.077		0.086		0.095		0.119		0.138		0.174		0.231		0.275

		System Dispersion (ul):		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0

		Column void fraction:		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7

		Column i.d. (mm):		2.100		2.100		2.100		3.000		3.000		3.000		4.600		4.600		4.600

		Column length (mm):		50		100		150		50		100		150		50		100		150

		Column particle size (um):		1.8		1.8		1.8		1.8		1.8		1.8		1.8		1.8		1.8

		Use reduced plate  height of		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5

		Estimated k' ( or gradient k* factor):		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0

		Anticipated column volume (ml):		0.121		0.242		0.363		0.247		0.495		0.742		0.581		1.163		1.744

		Anticipated column efficiency:		11111		22222		33333		11111		22222		33333		11111		22222		33333

		Actual Efficiency with dispersion:		6799		15513		24741		8604		18484		28644		9926		20505		31208

		Efficiency Yield 8ul disp, 1.8um, % :		61%		70%		74%		77%		83%		86%		89%		92%		94%

		Calculated Peak Volume (ml):		0.037		0.049		0.058		0.067		0.091		0.110		0.146		0.203		0.247

		Col Vol.		36ul dispersion, 1.8um particle size		8ul dispersion, 1.8um particle size

		0.12		20%		61%

		0.24		28%		70%

		0.36		34%		74%

		0.25		38%		77%

		0.49		49%		83%

		0.74		55%		86%

		0.58		63%		89%

		1.16		71%		92%

		1.74		76%		94%





		0.12116475		0.12116475

		0.2423295		0.2423295

		0.36349425		0.36349425

		0.247275		0.247275

		0.49455		0.49455

		0.741825		0.741825

		0.581371		0.581371

		1.162742		1.162742

		1.744113		1.744113



Column Void Volume

% Efficiency Yield

Efficiency Yield vs. Column Volume, 
5um and 1.8um Particles at two dispersion values

0.3259153937

0.611890615

0.4263511455

0.6981036176

0.4863202724

0.7422308557

0.5341111719

0.7743358266

0.6294481287

0.8317960091

0.680039087

0.859316069

0.7474699067

0.8933312052

0.8104968359

0.9227344899

0.8409951196

0.9362266251



		



36ul dispersion, 1.8um particle size

8ul dispersion, 1.8um particle size

Calculated Column Bed Volume

Calculated Yield of N

Yield % of N vs Dispersion



		column volume vs efficiency yield for 5um columns at 36ul (tangent) system dispersion

		System Dispersion (ul):		36.0		36.0		36.0		36.0		36.0		36.0		36.0		36.0		36.0

		Column void fraction:		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7

		Column i.d. (mm):		2.100		2.100		2.100		3.000		3.000		3.000		4.600		4.600		4.600

		Column length (mm):		50		100		150		50		100		150		50		100		150

		Column particle size (um):		5.0		5.0		5.0		5.0		5.0		5.0		5.0		5.0		5.0

		Use reduced plate  height of		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5

		Estimated k' ( or gradient k* factor):		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0

		Anticipated column volume (ml):		0.121		0.242		0.363		0.247		0.495		0.742		0.581		1.163		1.744

		Anticipated column efficiency:		4000		8000		12000		4000		8000		12000		4000		8000		12000

		Actual Efficiency with dispersion:		1304		3411		5836		2136		5036		8160		2990		6484		10092

		Efficiency Yield  36ul disp, 5um, % :		33%		43%		49%		53%		63%		68%		75%		81%		84%

		Calculated Peak Volume (ml):		0.084		0.104		0.119		0.134		0.174		0.205		0.266		0.361		0.434

		System Dispersion (ul):		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0		8.0

		Column void fraction:		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7

		Column i.d. (mm):		2.100		2.100		2.100		3.000		3.000		3.000		4.600		4.600		4.600

		Column length (mm):		50		100		150		50		100		150		50		100		150

		Column particle size (um):		1.8		1.8		1.8		1.8		1.8		1.8		1.8		1.8		1.8

		Use reduced plate  height of		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.5

		Estimated k' ( or gradient k* factor):		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0		4.0

		Anticipated column volume (ml):		0.121		0.242		0.363		0.247		0.495		0.742		0.581		1.163		1.744

		Anticipated column efficiency:		11111		22222		33333		11111		22222		33333		11111		22222		33333

		Actual Efficiency with dispersion:		6799		15513		24741		8604		18484		28644		9926		20505		31208

		Efficiency Yield 8ul disp, 1.8um, % :		61%		70%		74%		77%		83%		86%		89%		92%		94%

		Calculated Peak Volume (ml):		0.037		0.049		0.058		0.067		0.091		0.110		0.146		0.203		0.247

		Col Vol.		36ul dispersion, 5um particle size		8ul dispersion, 1.8um particle size

		0.12		33%		61%

		0.24		43%		70%

		0.36		49%		74%

		0.25		53%		77%

		0.49		63%		83%

		0.74		68%		86%

		0.58		75%		89%

		1.16		81%		92%

		1.74		84%		94%





		



Column Void Volume

% Efficiency Yield

Efficiency Yield vs. Column Volume, 
5um and 1.8um Particles at two dispersion values



		



36ul dispersion, 5um particle size

8ul dispersion, 1.8um particle size

Calculated Column Bed Volume

Calculated Yield of N

Yield % of N vs Dispersion





Multi-Detector Connections Bandspreading

June 22, 202029 DE.7419791667



Use The Right Tool for the Job

June 22, 202030

We might get this to work, but the results may not be what we needed

DE.7419791667



(U)HPLC Systems

June 22, 202031

• Each component of the system has settable values, however not all 
settable values can be achieved

• Before using or purchasing a system, the user must be certain that the 
desired parameters can be run accurately and reproducibly

• Instrument specifications should be obtained from the appropriate 
manuals

• From these specifications, it can be determined if that component may be 
used

DE.7419791667



Note flow rate 0.2 ml/min

Note gradient change (%B/min)

Pump Parameters

June 22, 202032

 Low flow rate (<0.5 ml/min) start to move to binary pump due lower delay 
volumes

 Shallow gradient (<1%B/min) requires binary pump due to lower delay 
volume and more precise changes

DE.7419791667



AutoSampler Parameters

June 22, 202033

 Shorter (<150mm) and narrower columns (<3mm) may have lower 
injection volumes. Make sure the sampler precision and accuracy are 
correct for low volumes

 More sensitive detectors (or higher salt concentrations in the buffers) may 
require additional wash steps for both the needle and needle seat

Newer, UHPLC methods may 
have lower injection volumes

‘Sticky samples or more 
sensitive detectors may 
require aggressive cleaning

DE.7419791667



Detector Parameters

June 22, 202034

As columns become shorter peaks elute more quickly requiring
detector data rates to increase.

DE.7419791667



DE.7419791667

Resources — Primers

5991-3326EN
Sample Preparation Fundamentals for Chromatography

5990-7595EN
The LC Handbook
Guide to LC Columns and Method Development

June 22, 202035

5990-3777EN
High Performance Capillary Electrophoresis

5991-5509EN
Supercritical Fluid Chromatography

5991-2359EN
Two Dimensional Liquid Chromatography

5989-6639EN
Principles in Preparative HPLC

5980-1397EN
Fundamentals of UV-visible Spectroscopy

https://www.agilent.com/cs/library/primers/public/5991-3326EN_SPHB.pdf
https://www.agilent.com/cs/library/primers/Public/LC-Handbook-Complete-2.pdf
https://www.agilent.com/cs/library/primers/public/5990-3777EN.pdf
https://www.agilent.com/cs/library/primers/public/5991-5509EN.pdf
https://www.agilent.com/cs/library/primers/public/5991-2359EN.pdf
https://www.agilent.com/cs/library/primers/Public/5989-6639EN.pdf
https://www.agilent.com/cs/library/primers/Public/59801397_020660.pdf


Resources for Support

• Collection of LC resources: 
https://community.agilent.com/docs/DOC-1852-lc-insights-to-
go#jive_content_id_LC_Troubleshooting

• Agilent support resources: 
https://community.agilent.com/community/resources

• Agilent University: http://www.agilent.com/crosslab/university

• Agilent resource center: 
http://www.agilent.com/chem/agilentresources

• InfinityLab Supplies Catalog (5991-8031EN)

• Your local FSE and Specialists

• Youtube – Agilent Channel

• Sales and support phone assistance (US and Canada):

1-800-227-9770  Phone Tree Navigation Assistance
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gc-column-support@agilent.com
lc-column-support@agilent.com
spp-support@agilent.com
spectro-supplies-support@agilent.com
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https://community.agilent.com/docs/DOC-1852-lc-insights-to-go#jive_content_id_LC_Troubleshooting
https://community.agilent.com/community/resources
http://www.agilent.com/crosslab/university
http://www.agilent.com/chem/agilentresources
http://www.agilent.com/cs/library/catalogs/public/InfinityLab_5991-8031EN_Catalog_LR.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/user/agilent
https://www.agilent.com/en/contact-us/page
mailto:gc-column-support@Agilent.com
mailto:lc-column-support@agilent.com
mailto:Spp-support@agilent.com
mailto:spectro-supplies-support@agilent.com


Thanks for your 
attention!
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Universal Low Dispersion Fittings

Quick Connect Quick Turn
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